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Sammanfattning 
 

Syftet med studien var att med narrative forskningsmetod utforska samband mellan livsstil 
och självförtroende hos unga fotbollsspelare. Studien utgick från tre frågeställningar (1) Vilka 
faktorer hos unga fotbollsspelare leder till självförtroende? (2) Vilka faktorer karakteriserar 
unga fotbollspelares livsstil? (3) Hur upplever unga fotbollsspelare ett samband mellan livsstil 
och självförtroende inom idrott? Resultatet visade åtta olika källor till självförtroende där 
tidigare prestationer och socialt stöd ansågs starkast. Tio olika livsstilsfaktorer observerades, 
där fotboll, social stöd, prestationsinriktad och god hälsa var gemensamma för alla 
undersökningsdeltagare. Studien visade tre typer av upplevt samband mellan självförtroende 
och livsstil. För det första, en överlappning mellan livsstilsfaktorer och källor till 
självförtroende. För det andra, hur livsstilsfaktorer påverkar till vilken grad källor till 
självförtroende blir effektiva när spelaren bygger självförtroende. För det tredje, 
livsstilsmönster ger en balans (eller obalans) vilken påverkar särskilda källor till 
självförtroende och till slut även självförtroende. Författaren diskuterar hur resultatet kan 
tolkas utifrån varje enskild individ samt gemensamt för alla individer.    
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Abstract 
 
The aim of this narrative research was to explore the relationship between lifestyle and self-
confidence within adolescent football players. The research questions were formulated as 
follow;  (1) What sources let adolescent football players build self-confidence? (2) What 
issues characterize adolescent football player’s lifestyles? (3) How do adolescent football 
players perceive an association between lifestyle and self-confidence in sport? The results 
showed eight different sources for building self-confidence, where earlier performances and 
social support were considered as the strongest. Ten different lifestyle factors were observed. 
Football, social support, performance intent and good health were common factors for all the 
participants. The study showed  three types of perceived associations between self-confidence 
and lifestyle. First of all, there is an overlap between the lifestyle issues and sources of self-
confidence. Second lifestyle issues influence the degree to which sources of self-confidence 
work for the participant to build self-confidence. Third lifestyle pattern provides a balance (or 
misbalance) which influences particular sources of self-confidence and in the end self-
confidence itself. The author discuss how the result can be interpreted in perspective of every 
single participant and in common for all the participants.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keywords: Associations, football players, lifestyle, narrative research, self-confidence 
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 Introduction 
 
To be confident in yourself and believe that you are able to handle the problems you are 
facing is a required skill of humans. Even if it is about raising a child, talking to a group of 
people or run 100 meters under 9.60 seconds with millions of people watching you. One of 
the most critical contexts where self-confidence is important is sports. It is a fact that 
confident athletes think about themselves and the action at hand in a different way than those 
who lack confidence (Zinesser, Bunker & Williams, 2006).  When athletes feel confident they 
feel in control and maintain positive expectancies of goal attainment and coping abilities 
(Vealey, 2009). However for athletes who doubt about their ability to cope and succeed, 
anxiety is debilitating based on their beliefs that they cannot control themselves or the 
environment (Vealey, 2009).  Based on these assumptions it is not hard to understand that 
self-confidence is very important for athletes to perform and often determine whether athletes 
are going to be successful or fail.  
 
But self-confidence is not something that just appears. Self-confidence is the result of 
particular thinking habits that one can, and that one do, more so than physical talent, 
opportunity or perceived success (Zinesser et al., 2006). Consistently practicing of these 
thinking habits and making them automatic and natural enable the athlete to retain and benefit 
from experiences of success and release or restructure the memories and feelings from the less 
successful experiences (Zinesser et al., 2006). Referred to this athletes need to discover that 
what they think and say to themselves in practice and competition are critical to performance. 
A conscious mind is not always given, it must be disciplined in the same way athletes 
discipline their physics. We spend a lot of time talking to ourselves, much of the time we are 
not even aware of these internal dialogue, much less its content. Even so thoughts directly 
affect feelings and in the end actions (Zinesser et al., 2006): 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Thoughts, feelings, behavior (adapted from Zinesser et al., 2006, p. 349) 
 
When talking about self-confidence in this way of feeling control and discipline the conscious 
mind it is logical to consider how lifestyle might influence self-confidence. The concept 
lifestyle can be defined as way  of living of an individual, which he/ she manifest in coping 
with his/ her physical, psychological, social, and economic environments. Lifestyle is 
expressed for example in activities, attitudes, interests, opinions, values, and allocation of 
income. It also reflect people’s self concept; the way they see themselves and believe they are 
seen by the others. Lifestyle is a composite of motivations, needs, and wants and is influenced 
by factors such as culture, family, reference groups, and social class (author’s definition, 
partly based on www.buisnessdictionary.com). A person who perceive her lifestyle as healthy 
is probably enhancing feelings of control about her life and even discipline her conscious 
mind better than a person that is not satisfied with her lifestyle. Considering Zinesser and 
colleague’s (2006) model above, one’s lifestyle might influence one’s thoughts, that is, when 
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one is satisfied about her lifestyle she feel more healthy and satisfied and thoughts might be 
more positively focused. Moreover this thoughts influence one’s feelings, for example 
positive thoughts that lead to positive feelings like control or feelings that one really do all she 
can to perform successfully. At last this positive thoughts and feelings lead to a behavior that 
is desirable and wanted for the athlete. As the model also shows behavior, feelings and 
thoughts might influences each other in a reciprocal way. That is when for example thoughts 
are being influenced by feelings. 
 
In this way healthy lifestyle becomes a secondary source for building self-confidence in 
athletes. That is, a healthy lifestyle for example creates a good physical status in the athlete 
and that furthermore leads to a more positive physical self-presentation (Perceptions of one’s 
physical health), which is a confirmed source for self-confidence in sport (Vealey, Hayashi, 
Garner-Holman, & Giacobbi, 1998). Another example could be that a healthy and mindful 
lifestyle as mention earlier leads to  a more conscious mind and in that way also makes the 
athlete puts more energy in to the mentally and physical preparation before competitions, 
which also is a confirmed source to self-confidence in sport (Vealey et al., 1998).  
 
This kind of analysis leads to questions of how athletes live their life and if there are issues in 
some athletes lifestyle that could make them build more self-confidence in certain situations 
than others. Most of the people in and around sport seems to agree that self-confidence is one 
of the most important issues for athletes when it comes to psychological skills (Zinesser et al., 
2006) and helping athletes building self-confidence therefore is a required skill of sport 
psychologists. Additional to the theory about different sources to self-confidence (Vealey et 
al., 1998), lifestyle then could bring interesting facts about building self-confidence.   

 
Definitions of key concepts 
 
There are several terms used in the literature that are related to self-confidence (Vealey, 
2004). To make this paper more concise and focused it is important to make clear what is 
meant with these terms. 
 

Self efficacy 
Self efficacy refers to “beliefs in one’s capabilities to organize and execute the courses of 
action required to produce given attainments” (Bandura, 1997, p.3). The capabilities embrace 
four different parts of regulation, including physical performance execution (e.g., ability to 
execute a 50 meters pass in football), thought processes (e.g., ability to take in and adapt 
information about the pass), emotional states (e.g., ability to execute the 50 meters pass in 
very important matches) and actions needed in relation to changing environmental conditions 
(e.g., ability to execute the pass in pressure of an opponent) (Vealey & Chase, 2009).   
 

Self-confidence 
“Self-confidence is the belief that one has the internal resources, particularly abilities, to 
achieve success” (Vealey & Chase, 2009, p. 66). Self- confidence can also be divided into two 
separate orientations, state-confidence and trait-confidence. The state confidence and self-
efficacy is related to a special situation or very limited time episodes (Weinberg & Gould, 
2007). Both concepts relate to confidence as a relation between the special situation and the 
individual. The both concepts also try to explain why an individual that feel confident in for 
example penalty shooting in football might not has to be confident in football in general. 
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Trait confidence on the other hand is a part of the personality. People with high trait 
confidence have generally high self-confidence across different life situations (Weinberg & 
Gould, 2007). 
 

Sport confidence 
The term Sport confidence obviously is very closely related to self-confidence, but it refers to 
the context of sport. To quote Vealey (2004, p. 361): “ Sport confidence has been used to 
describe an athlete’s belief or degree of certainty that he or she has the ability to perform 
successfully in sport”. 
 
Theoretical frameworks 
 

Self-efficacy theory 
Most of the research in self-confidence in sport has used Bandura’s (1977, 1986, 1997) self 
efficacy theory as an explanatory theoretical framework (Vealey & Chase, 2009). Bandura 
(1997) theorized that efficacy beliefs are a product of complex process of self-appraisal and 
self-persuasion that relies on cognitive processing (i.e., selection, interpretation and 
integration) of diverse sources of efficacy information. There are according to Bandura (1997) 
four different sources to efficacy beliefs, past performance, vicarious experience, verbal 
persuasion and physiological states. These efficacy beliefs take different forms, such as 
behavioral self-efficacy, cognitive self-efficacy and affective self-efficacy.  
This framework let researchers use an approach based on a social cognitive theory, which 
assume that people engage in self-reflection and self-regulation to shape their environment 
rather than react on it. 
 

Sport confidence model 
Based on the self-efficacy theory (Bandura, 1977, 1986, 1997) Vealey (1986) developed a 
conceptual model of self-confidence in sport. The idea was to develop a conceptual 
framework of self-confidence in relation to the unique context of competitive sports (Vealey, 
2001).  The original model of sport-confidence tried to explain how trait self-confidence (SC-
trait) was predicted to interact with situational factors to elicit state sport confidence (SC-
state). Vealey and colleagues (1998) however noted the SC-trait and SC-state distinction as a 
weakness and presented a reconceptualized model based on a social cognitive perspective 
(Feltz, Short & Sullivan, 2008). This model considers sport-confidence more as a continuum 
from more generalized to more specific (Vealey & Chase, 2009). As shown in the model 
(Figure 2) the revised version suggests that the three different parts of (1)organizational 
culture of sport and society along with various individual characteristics influence the 
manifestation of sport-confidence in athletes, including (2) the types of confidence they 
posses as well as (3) the sources or antecedents on which their confidence is based.  
 
Nine sources to sport-confidence are identified to be specifically important to athletes (see 
table 1). These sources clearly overlap with the sources of self-efficacy, yet they focus more 
specifically on the competitive and training environments of sport (Vealey, 2009).  
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Table 1 
Sources for building sport-confidence (adapted from Vealey & Chase, 2009, p. 72 ) 
 

 
Vealey and Knight (2002; ref in Vealey & Chase, 2009) also identified three 
multidimensional components or specific types of confidence to further exploring the sport-
confidence. These three types of sport-confidence were included in the sport-confidence 
model as important to athletes engaging in competitive sport, and was defined like this:  
 

• Self-confidence in physical skills and training - Focuses on the athletes beliefs about 
his or her ability to execute the physical skills that are necessary to perform 
successfully in sport. 

• Self-confidence in cognitive efficiency - Which means that an athlete have a degree of 
certainty that he or she can mentally focus, uphold concentration and make effective 
decisions to perform successfully in sport.  

• Self-confidence in resilience - Which is an athlete’s degree of certainty that he or she 
can regain focus after performance errors, be able to come back from performing 
poorly and overcome doubts, problems and setbacks to perform successfully in sport 
(Vealey, 2004; Vealey & Chase, 2009). 

 
  

Source Confidence derived from… 
Mastery Mastering or improving personal skills 
Demonstrations of ability Showing off skills to others or demonstrating more ability 

than one’s opponent 
Physical and mental preparation Feeling physically and mentally prepared with an optimal 

focus for performance 
Physical self-presentation Perceptions of one’s physical health (how one perceives 

that he or she looks to others) 
Social support Perceiving support and encouragement from significant 

others in sport, such as coaches, family and teammates  
Vicarious experience Watching other, such as teammates or friends, perform 

successfully 
Coach’s leadership Believing coach is skilled in decision-making and 

leadership 
Environmental comfort Feeling comfortable in a competitive environment 
Situational favorableness Feeling that the breaks of the situation are in one’s favor 
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Beliefs about one’s sport-confidence influence performance through the mediating effects of 
the athlete’s affect, behavior and cognition (the ABCs of human functioning) (Vealey & 
Chase, 2009). Because the ABCs are interactive or reciprocally determined, they are 
illustrated together within a triangle to emphasize their continuous interactional reciprocity. 
And although sport-confidence like self-efficacy, is viewed in the model as a critical influence 
of human functioning and sport performance, the model indicates that physical skill and 
characteristics of the athlete as well as uncontrollable external factors (e.g., weather and 
opponents) also influence performance (Vealey & Chase, 2009).   
 

Self-perception theory 
The self-perception theory explains how people develop and change their attitudes based 
simply on self-observations of their own behavior (Bem, 1967). For example a person always 
buys the same brand when she buys  pasta and by doing so she thinks that is the only pasta 
she would like. Self-perception theory then means that a human does not use cognitive 
analysis when creating behavior, but simply come to believe whatever she does and say 

Fig. 2. Sport-confidence model (adapted from Vealey & Chase, 2009, p. 71) 
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(Reeve, 2009). In the perspective of lifestyle and self-confidence this theory could explain 
how an athlete that feels comfortable about his/her lifestyle, eating right, exercising, take care 
of recovery etc.  percept that he/she is a person that really puts effort to reach for the goal. 
This make the person adopt further more behavior that support who he/she is, for example the 
athlete puts more effort in preparations before the match to improve his/ her self-confidence. 
 

The circle of health 
The circle of health (Coleen, 2003) is a metaphorical model (Figure 3), to show the 
importance of balance between activity and recovery. The model is designed based on the 
principles of Yin and Yang that has a great deal of influence in traditional Chinese medicine. 
Health is defined in this model as optimal functioning, well-being and quality of life, as stated 
in the middle circle. This middle circle is a part of both the dark and the light sides which 
symbolize that both activity and recovery are necessary for health and are a part of well-being 
and quality of life. The light side represents activity and expansiveness, “going out” or 
“giving out”. The dark side of the model represents passiveness, “taking in”. Physical, mental, 
spiritual, social, and role functioning are objective and subjective factors within the model on 
each side. Physical function includes physical aspects of normal blood pressure, bone density, 
blood chemistry, etc. Mental function includes mental health and normal cognitive function. 
Spiritual function includes belief systems, values, faith or religious practices that provide 
purpose and meaning. Social and role function includes one’s ability to sustain appropriate 
rewarding social relationships and assume desired roles such as parent, friend or coach   
According to the model balancing these two sides should give a good development of a 
healthy lifestyle. An athlete (as well as the rest of us) needs to balance different factors in life 
to be able to live healthy and to function optimally in sport. An athlete who does not consider 
recovery or social support in balance with exercise would according to the model create 
unhealthy because the importance of balance then would be ignored. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. The circle of health (adapted from Coleen, 2004, p.105)  
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Psychological needs 

The theory of the psychological needs (Ryan & Deci, 2000), autonomy, competence and 
relatedness relies on an organism approach to motivation. The organism approach to 
motivation assume that human beings possess a natural motivation to learn, grow, and 
develop in a way that is healthy and mature, and they do so when environments involve and 
support their psychological needs. 
 
Autonomy is the need to experience self-direction and personal endorsement in the initiation 
and regulation of one’s behavior, and it reflects the desire to have inner resources, rather than 
environmental events, determine one’s actions. Competence is the need to interact effectively 
with the environment. It reflects the desire to exercise one’s capacities and skills and, in doing 
so, to seek out and master optimal challenges. The third need, relatedness is the need to 
establish close emotional bonds and attachments with other people, and it reflects the desire to 
be emotionally connected to and interpersonally involved with others in warm, caring 
relationships. To satisfy relatedness, a person needs to confirm that the emerging social bonds 
with other people involve both caring and liking. A communal relationship represents the type 
of relationship capable of satisfying the relatedness need (Reeve, 2009). 
 
The model illustrates how relationships and social contexts successfully can involve and 
satisfy the psychological needs for autonomy, competence, and relatedness. Collectively, 
autonomy-, competence- and relatedness support are important aspects of the social context 
because they provide the means through which environments support people’s psychological 
needs. When people experience psychological needs satisfaction, they experience the 
psychological needs necessary for engagement, “having a good day”, and subjective 
experience of vitality and well-being (Reeve, 2009).    
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4. The psychological needs (adapted from Ryan & Deci, 2000: ref. in Reeve, 2000, p. 
166) 
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Previous research 
 
The author has not been able to find any research about the association between self-
confidence and lifestyle. Therefore this part of the paper will try to investigate on three 
different topics in the self-confidence research and the lifestyle research. These three topics 
are; sources of self-confidence in sport, self-perceptions and achievement-related cognitions 
and self-confidence,  and  lifestyle of young athletes. 

 
 Sources of self-confidence in sport 
To identify sources that are specifically salient to athletes of competitive sport, research in 
sport psychology has expanded upon the four sources of self-confidence theorized within self 
efficacy theory (Vealey & Chase, 2009; Bandura, 1997). This four sources are past 
performance accomplishments, vicarious experiences, verbal persuasion and physiological 
states. Overall the most important source of confidence for athletes is performance success. 
This fact has been examined in studies with youth, high school, collegiate, elite and master 
athletes (Vealey, 2009).   
 
Vealey et. al. (1998) identified nine sources of confidence that previously was presented in 
the sport confidence model. Furthermore Hays, Maynard, Thomas, and Bawden (2007) used  
inductively analyzed data from 14 world-class athletes to identify the sources of self-
confidence that they used. Nine sources were identified including, preparation, performance 
accomplishments, coaching, innate factors, social support, experience, competitive advantage, 
self awareness and trust.  The point of these studies is to indicate overlap and congruency 
between the overarching theory of self-efficacy and the identification of specific sources of 
self-confidence in competitive sport (Vealey & Chase, 2009). Moreover,  Hays and colleagues 
found six types of confidence: skill execution, achievement, physical factors, psychological 
factors, superiority to opposition and tactical awareness. 
 
Enactive mastery experiences have been shown to be the strongest predictor of sport-
confidence in both experimental field studies (Feltz, 1988; Gernigon & Delloye, 2003; Wise 
& Trunnel, 2001) and naturalistic field studies (George, 1994; Pensgard & Duda, 2002). 
Another key source of confidence in sport is modeling. Experimental studies have supported 
modeling as an effective source of confidence, especially when people observe a model 
similar to themselves (George, Feltz & Chase, 1992) or highly skilled model (Lirgg & Feltz, 
1991). Moreover imagery has been shown to enhance sport-confidence (Feltz & Reissinger, 
1990). Athletes describe imagery as a useful way to review their previous good performances 
in what may be thought of as a vicarious mastery experience (Hanton et.al., 2004). Another 
psychological skill that enhance sport-confidence is self-talk (Hardy, Gammage & Hall, 
2001). In a review on self-talk studies Theodorakis, Weinberg, Natasis, Douma, and 
Kazakas(2000) investigate self-talk strategies in football, badminton, sit-ups and knee 
extension. The authors concluded that motivational self-talk strategy, such as “I can…”  
bolsters participant’s self-confidence and effort, and that instructional self-talk, such as “I see 
the target” focusing attention on the task, as well as bolsters self-confidence.  
 
Another source of confidence is physical and mental preparation. Vealey and colleagues 
(1998) found that physical and mental preparation together with mastery emerged as the 
strongest positive predictor of self-confidence for high school, college and master athletes. 
The same results were confirmed by Wilson, Sullivan, Myers, and Feltz, 2004. Moreover all 
the athlete’s in Hays et al.’s (2007) study identified preparation and competition 
accomplishments as important sources of self-confidence. In a study made by Freeman and 
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Rees (2010), it was found that perceived social-support from teammates had direct and stress-
buffering effects on self-confidence for university athletes. In the study four dimensions of 
support were examined; emotional, esteem, informational and tangible, all of them had 
positive direct effects on self-confidence. Perceived emotional, esteem and informational 
support also had stress-buffering effects on self-confidence.  
  

Self-perceptions and achievement-related cognitions and self-confidence 
Self-confidence is related to several different self-perceptions. There is a positive relationship 
between self-confidence and perceived ability (Hall & Kerr, 1997) and perceived success 
(Vealey, 1986) as well as between self-confidence and internal locus of control (Fallby, 
Hassmén & Kenttä & Durand-Bush, 2006). Affective feelings about one’s sense of physical 
self-presentation have also been identified as a source to confidence. So far the studies in this 
area have focused on how certain types of clothing and body language influence how people 
are perceived by others (Greenles, Buscombe, Thelwell, Holder & Rimmer, 2005). Moreover 
a positive relationship between self-confidence and self-esteem have been identified (Scanlan 
& Passer, 1979, 1981) and between self-confidence self-identity (Cox & Whaley, 2004).  
 
Self- confidence has also been positively correlated with the use of problem-focused coping 
strategies and negatively correlated with the use of emotion-focused coping strategies for 
dealing with performance slumps (Grove & Heard, 1997). With regard to motivational 
constructs, self-confidence has been positively correlated with competitiveness (Martin & 
Gill, 1991; Swain & Jones, 1992), productive causal attributions (Bond, Biddle, & 
Ntoumanis, 2001; Vealey, 1986), setting challenging goals (Lerner & Locke, 1995), 
importance of and thoughts about goals (Martin & Gill, 1995), goal commitment (Lerner & 
Locke, 1995) and task or mastery achievement goal orientations (Hall & Kerr, 1997; Vealey,  
1986).   
 

Lifestyle of young athletes 
The research about young athlete’s lifestyle is very limited. Of course it can be assumed that 
athletes live active and healthy when it comes to eating right and exercise etc., but there is 
more in the concept about lifestyle than food and physics. In a study made on Swedish sport 
high school students (Josefsson, 2004)  it was found that friends, family, love and sport was 
the most important values in life. Furthermore this study reported that uncertainty on skills, 
difficulties in coordinating different activities  and tiredness were related to negative feeling. 
Satisfaction with sport, good relations, motivation for sport and less tiredness were related to 
positive feeling (Josefsson, 2004). Two wide evaluations of the Swedish sport high school 
association (RIG) have been made, the first in 1993 and the follow-up in 1999 (Eriksson, 
1999). These studies showed that the demand level on the students had increased both 
academically and in training. An apparent majority in the study perceived the workload as 
heavy. Moreover Wylleman and colleagues (2000) have reported that it is common that sport 
students confront with time management issues, and enhanced pressure to perform both 
academically and in sport.  
 
In a meta-analyze made by Patriksson and Stråhlman (2006) on young people’s lifestyle and 
sedentariness in Sweden and Denmark  the researchers could establish that different kinds of 
sedentary activities had increased among children and teenagers in Sweden during the last 
decade.  It was also found that in spite of an increased participation in organized sports, 
especially among girls, the daily physical activity particularly on higher intensity levels in 
combination with a high amount of sedentariness could be a threat to young Swedish people’s 
health. In Denmark it was found that children to a higher extent are being transported by car 
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to different activities and therefore to a lesser extent use bicycles and walk. The patterns of 
play  among children have changed as a consequence of computers and TV and the use of 
mobile phones and E-mail makes it possible to keep in touch without seeing each other. The 
same study (Patriksson & Stråhlman, 2006) did also investigate young people’s drug abuse 
and found that  young people in Sweden who are physically active and involved in sports 
seem to smoke to a lesser extent than more passive adolescents. It was also found that there is 
a positive connection between taking snuff (snus) and being active in sports. Patriksson and 
Stråhlman (2006) also argue that there is a tendency of earlier specialization and more 
intensive training in earlier ages, but this is however hard to prove they mean, since good data 
are lacking from the early research. 
 
Summarized the previous research show how different sources, for example preparation and 
social support can be effective when athletes build self-confidence. The research also shows 
positive relations in self-perceptions, for example between self-confidence and sport identity 
and also in achievement-related cognitions as internal locus of control. The research area 
about lifestyle of young athletes is very limited. However this research has found that friends, 
family, love and sport was the most important values in life for sport high school students.  
 
For collecting information and make the interviews more pedagogic a special model was 
developed for this study. In this model the participants wrote different sources to strong self-
confidence and different sources to weak self-confidence. Furthermore the model let the 
participants wrote issues about their lifestyles.  This model is added as appendix 1. 
 
Objective 
The objective of the study was to explore the relationship between lifestyle and self-
confidence. The research questions therefore was formulated as follow; What sources let 
adolescent football players build self-confidence? What issues characterize adolescent 
football player’s lifestyles? and How do adolescent football players perceive an association 
between lifestyle and self-confidence in sport? 

 
 

Method 
Participants 
The participants were five male football players representing one elite football club in the 
south part of Sweden. They play for the U-team and/or the B-team in the club. The ages of the 
participants were 18-19 years old and years of playing football varied between 12-15 years.  
 
Interviews 
In this study narrative research method was used. Narrative studies represent a special kind of 
qualitative research that is focused on gathering and interpreting people’s stories. All narrative 
studies are based on the notion that people make sense of their lives through stories. To use 
narrative research method means that the researcher not is studying an objective truth, but 
rather how the truth can be told from a certain human’s perspective (Hiles & Čermák, 2007).  
The aim of narrative research is telling stories about stories.  
 
The interviews were taken place in a room within the player’s home arena to make the players 
feel comfortable and create good conditions for a successful interview. The interviews were 
scheduled in the weekdays afternoon because of trainings and school. Furthermore the 
interviews were recorded and the time varied from 37 to 48 minutes. A special interview 
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guide was created in cooperation of the author and the supervisor. The interview guide was 
structured roughly as follows: 
 
 

Age 
Background 

Years in football 
What are important for you as a 

- A person 
- A football player 

 
 

Please tell me about one situation where you experienced high self-confidence 
Self-confidence 

- What were the sources of your high self-confidence in that situation, please write them 
down… 

Please tell me about one situation where you experienced low self-confidence  
- What were the sources of your low self-confidence in that situation, please write them 

down… 
 
How often do you feel confident as a football player? 
Is there anything you would like to add about your self-confidence? 

 
 

Please write down keywords describing your lifestyle. 
Lifestyle 

- Investigate every keyword. Encourage telling stories about how they live their life, 
how they  organize their days etc. 

 
Do you see any link between your lifestyle and self-confidence in football? 

- Encourage the player to look for links 
- Discuss the links together 

 
A pilot interview was also done in this study. This interview gave me very good insight in 
how to structure the main interviews. The pilot interview though had another structure and 
focus compared to the main interviews in the study. Because of this I choose not to include 
the pilot in the study. 
 
Procedure 
As the first step I contacted the coach for the junior team. A permission for interview five 
players from the team about relationships between lifestyle and self-confidence was recieved 
in this call. An agreement was also created that the coach should choose the five players, 
based on talkativeness. A couple of days later I met these five players in their home arena and 
schedule time for interviews. All the interviews were made in the following week. I tried to 
make the players feel comfortable through emphasizes that there are no right or wrong 
answers, it is just that it is their answers that is important. Overall the interviews generate very 
good information and the participants felt relaxed and focused. The players were quite open 
and very willing to contribute as good as they could, and they had no problems to understand 
the questions. After the interviews being made, a transcription was made of every interview. 
From this transcripts I could perform the analyzes. 
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Ethics 
In the beginning of the interview I had an intro. This intro contained information to the 
participant about the study, the time for the interview and that it was being recorded. Also 
confidentiality, voluntariness were explained. After this I explained the value of the 
individual’s participation for the study and I asked if the participant had any further questions 
before the interview started.    
 
Analyzes 
The interviews were as mentioned recorded and transcribed. Having working transcripts as 
basis, four different types of analysis have been done, Sjuzet-Fabula-, holistic-content-, 
categorical-content- and categorical-form analysis. These analyzes follow the narrative 
oriented inquiry model (Hiles & Čermák, 2007).  In the Sjuzet-Fabula analysis the researcher 
underlined words, phrases or bigger segments in the text that are concerned with emphasis, 
reflections and interruption, etc. (Sjuzet). The researcher here searched for expressions 
representing the causality in the story by analyzing “how it is told”, that is tension between. A 
transcription with underlined Sjuzet is added to this paper as appendix 2. In the transcript 
there were also words, phrases or bigger segments that are related to the content of the story, 
that is “what is told” (Fabula). 
 
The holistic-content analysis (Hiles & Čermák, 2007) was aimed at establishing links and 
associations within the entire story. Furthermore the holistic-content analysis tried to explore 
how segments in the text can reflect the story as a whole. I used guidelines for the holistic 
content analysis provided in the narrative inquiry model (Hiles & Čermák, 2007)  
 

• Read the text without any special attention until a pattern emerges 
• Put my first impression about the content into a written form 
• Choose special focus of content or themes 
• Mark segments in the text related to the various themes 
• Present the core narrative and support it by showing its links to various segments 

 
The holistic-content analysis led to creating core narratives related to each objective of the 
study . 
 
The categorical-content analysis (Hiles & Čermák, 2007) was aimed at identifying themes 
answering the research questions. This analysis include three different steps, (1) marking the 
text related to one particular research question, (2) reading the subtext several times and 
define the themes running through it, and (3) assigning units of analysis to relevant 
subcategories and presenting the whole structure of the category answering the research 
question. This analysis was done with all the three research questions and presented in tables 
(see appendix 3-9)  and correspondence in the result. The analysis of the third research 
question, How do adolescent football players perceive an association between lifestyle and 
self-confidence in sport?  had a more complex structure compares to the other two. I searched 
for associations by (1) following the steps above, (2) search for associations from the 
perspective of lifestyle, that is how can lifestyle issues be linked to the sources of different 
self-confidence? (3) Search for associations from the perspective of self-confidence, that is 
how can the sources to different  self-confidence be linked to the lifestyle? 
 
The categorical-form analysis (Hiles & Čermák, 2007) was aimed at demonstrating how the 
Sjuzet helps to understand meanings of themes identified in the categorical-content analysis. 
The Sjuzet demonstrates an emotional impact of events experienced and of the process of 
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telling the story. It helps to clarify the underlying meaning for events for the person. This I 
used by including Sjuzet-quotes to the themes in the tables (see appendix 3-9) and also added 
to describe the holistic-content analysis in the result part. 
 
I made all my analyze in Swedish, this because the results considered to be more fair and 
linguistically correct when the interviews had been made in Swedish. When all the analysis 
had been done I also translated the results into English. This enabled a further analysis which 
I found really useful for the results. I was coerced to criticize and reflect on the results once 
more as a whole and in separate parts while carefully translating into English. The translating 
itself was not a big issue. I find the result part presenting in this paper not affected by the 
translation. 
 
 

Results 
 
The results will be presented in separate case studies for every individual.  Before each case I 
will describe some background information about the individual to make the overall picture 
more complete. After each case I will also present a reflection on the results and on the 
interview. The five individuals will be referred to as interviewperson (IP) A, B, C, D and E. In 
the end of this result part I will also present a summation for the result of the three objectives. 
The results of the three objectives of the study can also be observed in tables in appendix 3-9. 
 
Interviewperson A 
IP A is 19 years old and live with his parents. He has played football for 15 years. Things that 
are important for IP A as a human is to feel belonging and to have friends and family that 
care. IP A plays football because it is fun and he wants to develop as a football player. He is 
clear with his ambitions and goals of lay down efforts to become a professional football 
player. IP A consider himself to feel strong self-confidence often. My picture of IP A is a 
calm and together person. He feels secure about himself and also comfortable analyzing his 
own behavior.  
 
Situations of strong and weak self-confidence 
IP A refers a situation of strong self-confidence to a match where he did  his first start with 
the B-team. The match is very important for IP A and he takes it really serious, which also 
leads to nervousness. IP A copes with his nervousness by creating specific thinking patterns. 
In the thinking patterns he focus on things he has performed and how he has got this chance 
because he is a good football player, IP A: “I only tried to think that I am chosen as start 
player anyway, and I have done substitutes before and then it is important that I have 
performed well which let me be here”. Before this game he also gets feedback from the coach, 
which furthermore enhance his belief in himself. IP A describes his preparations very 
carefully. Special food on special times, imagery and watching clips on professional football 
players before the match are set and important routines for IP A. Furthermore IP A describes 
very carefully how his family supports him in this situation and how important that is for him. 
When we talk about the consequences if no one significant to IP A would be watching the 
game he reflects like this. IP A: “Because I feel that there is no one there for my sake and I 
have nothing to play for, even if I actually play for my sake because I want to be better”.  
Friends support is also a source for IP A when building self-confidence in this situation, but 
the way friends influence self-confidence is more connected to a enhanced concentration and 
then a better self-confidence. Same principal with nervousness. Important in this situation is 
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also that IP A starts the match very well and gets positive feedback which let him build strong 
self-confidence from the very start. 
 
IP A refers his situation of weak self-confidence to a situation where the junior team is 
playing a tournament in Norway. The specific match is a eighth-final against a team that IP A  
finds very good. IP A also describes how his team performed very well in the tournament and 
because of this had a strong self-confidence before the match. IP A describes how his 
preparations became very poor before this match because of bad food, no possibilities of 
watching clips and teammates and mobiles disturbing him when he tried to do imagery. IP A 
anyway describes how he felt quite satisfied before the match but he also admitted that it 
could have been better. IP A: “ I anyway feel that I am psyched up so…(pause)…But it could 
have been better actually”. When the match starts the opponents start off really good. IP A 
now feel that the opponents are one level better and he describes it like he does not succeed 
with anything. IP A tries to cope with this by become angry and it that way raise energy, IP A: 
“So the self-confidence becomes low, it increase a little bit, they move on, they run over you, 
you sink down again”. IP A also describes how he is being influenced by his teammates and 
how he thinks he influences them, IP A: “…because I do not succeed, I draw them down and 
because they did not succeed they draw me down”. IP A continued to describe how his 
thoughts about his family not being around for the last five days influenced him. He talks 
about how homesickness is existing in the back of his head and how thoughts like “then I can 
go home” was present in his mind during the match. IP A furthermore describes how the 
default of his family not watching the game influenced him. He repeats words like “like they 
use to” and “as I used to” to explain how the situation is uncomfortable to him. He tried to 
solve this problem through calls home and feeling closeness to the team but it did not led to a 
total satisfaction.    
 
Lifestyle of IP A 
IP A is an athlete at a junior elite level, and his lifestyle because of this become performed 
intent. IP A also describes his lifestyle as he have needs of belonging and participation. Social 
needs imprint his lifestyle very clearly. He is seldom alone and socializing with friends are 
very important and that is also a source where he collect his beliefs in himself. IP A have very 
strong connections to his family. To be cared about and to care about, are extremely important 
for IP A, IP A: “Because I do know that I have those who like me and that care for me and 
then I can relax, I can live the way I want to live”, “I want to go out and show my family that 
I really can do this, so that they also can be happy that I am doing a good result”. The family 
is helping IP A to feel competent in what he does and makes him feel safe through low 
pressure. IP A is very used to have this support, and family as a source for building 
confidence in himself is even stronger then friends are. Furthermore football is a big part of IP 
A’s lifestyle. Football is something he does for fun but also something serious where he wants 
to develop and have a future in. IP A also has a lifestyle of being very structured and feeling 
control, this can be observed for example in food habits, family routines but also in his 
preparations before matches. 
 
 
Perceived associations between IP A’s lifestyle and self-confidence 
The associations between IP A’s lifestyle and self-confidence are strongly based on his  social 
needs of support and closeness to his family and friends (see appendix 5). In the situation with 
strong self-confidence IP A is building self-confidence through active creating of thinking 
patterns based on earlier performances. The active creating of this thinking patterns have 
associations to his performed intent lifestyle but also the fact that he gets much of this 
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confirmation about himself from his family and friends. His lifestyle with significant 
closeness and support from his family makes him use this technique of thinking patterns in an 
effective way. Furthermore the present support from the family watching the game is strongly 
contribute to his self-confidence. Moreover IP A has a lifestyle of being structured and feeling 
control and this can be observed by building self-confidence with accurate preparation of food 
and mental preparations. IP A started off the match very well and this gave him good self-
confidence from the very beginning. This can be referred to as earlier performances and 
produce self-confidence because of IP A’s performed  intent lifestyle as a junior elite athlete.  
 
In the situation with weak self-confidence the association between IP A’s lifestyle and self-
confidence can be observed as even stronger than in the situation with strong self-confidence. 
The match started off with setbacks which influenced the self-confidence as earlier reasoning, 
but the core in the decreasing of self-confidence should here be referred to as the missing 
support and presence of the family. IP A describes how he is not used to not have his family 
around and how he misses the present support from the family. The association of decreasing 
self-confidence because he miss his family, and having a lifestyle that is strongly influenced 
by social needs and support specifically from family than become very clear. In this situation 
of weak self-confidence IP A’s physical and mental preparations are very poor which also 
should be considered as a association to his lifestyle of structure and feelings of control.    
 
Reflections 
To make as little influence on the interview as possible my strategy was to speak very little. I 
tried to make the person tell stories from his life and only stopped him when I wanted him to 
dig deeper in things that seemed important for him. When I stopped the person I tried to only 
say one or a couple words that made him think and analyze the situation even deeper. In this 
interview I felt this was very effective and my strategy worked very well. IP A was very 
talkative and really tried to make me understand how it is being him. IP A did easily saw the 
associations between his lifestyle and self-confidence in the different situations. It is possible 
the he pushed it very hard and forced his analyzes very strongly to come up with these 
associations, maybe just to please me. The results from the different objectives (situations of 
different self-confidence and lifestyle) though shows that the associations are based on strong 
factors and I therefore claim the results as very good.  
 
I should in this part of the case study also reflect on what is interesting results. That a junior 
elite athlete is performed intent in his lifestyle and how that has an effect in building self-
confidence is quite logical. What is more interesting in this case is how the lifestyle has a very 
strong connection to family and how that influences IP A’s self-confidence. I mean, being 
performance intent is probably very common around junior elite athletes and it effects their 
self-confidence in the quite same way. The association of how this individual’s lifestyle, of 
being strongly connected to family, influences his self-confidence offers a more individual 
and for the person a more foundational explanation in how lifestyle has associations to self-
confidence. That type of results therefore become more important for this study. I should also 
reflect how the results are being analyzed. In my analyses repeating and underlying emotional 
messages are very important and reflected as more central information about the individual. 
When it comes to the lifestyle of IP A for example, it was very clear that the family was a 
very big part. This is because of several repeating and very emotional tone in IP A’s message.  
 
Interviewperson B 
IP B is 19 years old and live with his parents. He has played football for 15 years. Things that 
are important for IP B as a human is sport and exercise and family. IP B plays football 
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because it is fun and because he wants to develop and strive further as a football player. He 
also thinks that positive and negative feedback is very important for him as a football player, 
that is because he wants to know what to improve. IP B considered himself to feel strong self-
confidence often. My picture of IP B is that he is really engage in the football. He is serious 
and liked to have structure in things that are around him.   
 
Situations of strong and weak self-confidence 
IP B describes a match where the team was playing against very skilled opponents. The team 
had won all their matches that season and the willing to win was very big. The physical 
preparations before this match were very well presented by IP B. He describes how he sits 
alone in the bus to be able to find the right spirit, how he drinks a lot of water, how he listened 
to certain music and how he does imagery of how he wants to react in different situations. 
Furthermore IP B has special routines with his shin guards and it is important for him to look 
professional on the football field, IP B: “…if I put the right leg guard on first I always have to 
redo it, if I find out I take it off and put the left one on first”. IP B scored two times in the 
match and because of the first goal he felt that his confidence increased and he dared to 
challenge his opponent,  he expressed it “only want to have the ball”. IP B also describes how 
feedback from different persons (coach, teammates, parents and others parents) influences his 
self-confidence, though it seems like feedback from the coach tends to get most attention from 
IP B. 
 
When it comes to a situation of weak self-confidence IP B describes his first match with the 
B-team. He describes how he starts at the bench but how a teammate gets injured and he had 
to take his place after 15 minutes of play. He describes how he fail in his first actions and how 
he gets nervous and stressed about this. He also reflects on how he not felt physically or 
mentally ready because of default warming up routines and no imagery in the way he is used 
to. IP B: “ I had not the right breathing”, “ …had not been able to adapt my thoughts of how I 
should do”. IP B repeats how he is afraid of doing something wrong and how that could lead 
to critics from senior teammates. He adds that this feeling never appeared in the junior team. 
IP B also describes how he had to speak English to some of his teammates and how that 
prevented him to not put full concentration on the match. In halftime IP B talks with the coach 
to get feedback on how he should react in specific situations and in that way search for more 
understanding for his role. IP B described how this information made him more confident in 
the second half and he even scored a goal. 
 
Lifestyle of IP B 
IP B is an athlete at a junior elite level, and his lifestyle because of this become performed 
intent. His life is also very affiliated to the football and he expressed how he would not feel 
well without the training, IP B: “ Without training I would have abstinence”. He continues 
with describing the concept health in his lifestyle. Sleep, food, training and no alcohol are 
important factors in his life and it is obvious that he is structured and very serious about this. 
IP B furthermore tells how performance is very important in his life, and not just in football, 
IP B: “ Because when you do not perform then you might finally get tired of it, feel that you 
never do any progress”. IP B has big needs of feeling control in his lifestyle. It can be seen in 
his thoughts about health but also very clear in the situation where he asked the coach for 
information in the halftime when he felt that he was performing badly. Furthermore his very 
strict routines tells about his structured lifestyle and his need of feeling control, IP B “…Put 
the shin guards on, the left first and so on, everything had to be kind of right”. Family tends to 
have a big part in IP B’s life but it is a little bit put to the side by the other issues in these 
examples.  
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Perceived associations between IP B’s lifestyle and self-confidence 
The associations between IP B’s lifestyle and self-confidence are strongly based on his 
structured lifestyle and his big needs of feeling control (see appendix 6). In the situation with 
strong self-confidence the preparations are very good and IP B can implement them as he like 
to. He also tells about how the routines with the shin guards and the professional look made 
him build confidence. The association to the structured lifestyle with his health and his active 
searching for control is strong. IP B scores two times in the match and this also increases his 
self-confidence. The association to his lifestyle can here be observed by the importance of 
performing and his performing intent lifestyle.  
 
In the situation with weak self-confidence the preparations are very poor with unsatisfied 
warming up routines and hardly no imagery because of the unexpected change. Furthermore 
IP B describes how difficulties with combining English and Swedish led to problems with 
focus in the match, IP B: “It was much harder. In one situation you spoke Swedish and then 
immediately after that English. So you kind of have to think more of that than on the 
football”. Associations can be seen to his lifestyle of being structure and big needs of feeling 
control, which he does not have in this situation. In this match IP B is lacking structure and 
control when physical and mental routines are being disturbed and when focus is talking from 
his most important task, playing football. He also repeats how he is afraid of doing things 
wrong and how that could lead to criticism from senior players. This could be a associated to 
his very performed intent lifestyle and the importance of performing. IP B describes how he 
talk to the coach in the halftime and by doing so his role become more clear, that is, he feels 
more control and structure and his self-confidence in the other half therefore increases.  
 
Reflection 
The strategy of me speaking as little as possible was the same for all interviews. In the 
interview with IP B this strategy was not that successful as with IP A. IP B was not that 
talkative and therefore I had to express whole questions to get deeper answers. The 
consequences of this might be that IP B’s answers becomes more narrow and that I only get 
an answer to the specific question, that is the question limits the answer. IP B feels a little bit 
nervous and that also makes him a little bit unfocused. My technique for  handle with all this 
was to be aware of it during the interview and ask very open and methodical questions. 
Sometimes I summarized and asked IP B if I had get it right. In the interview IP B did not saw 
any specific associations between his lifestyle and his self-confidence. When I presented my 
picture he agreed very well though and he filled in with details about the specific situation. I 
find, because of this the results very fair, and together with the strong results from the 
different objectives (situations of different self-confidence and lifestyle)  I think that the 
associations are based on strong and fair factors and I therefore claim the results as very good. 
 
The most important and interesting results from the interview with IP B is the association 
between his lifestyle of needs of feeling structure and control and how that is satisfied and not 
satisfied in the different situations. That result show a more individual profile and illustrate 
how self-confidence can increase or decrease because of structure and control seeking 
lifestyle. The analyzing is following same procedure with repeating and emotional tones as 
important factors, for example IP B gets more focused and serious when he talk about health 
in his lifestyle. 
 
Interviewperson C   
IP C is 18 years old and have moved out from his parents. He has played football for 13 years. 
Things that are important for IP C as a human is to do things he finds funny. That include 
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above all football, friends, family and girlfriend. IP C plays football for fun and for personal 
development and it is important for him to make continuous progress. IP C consider himself 
to feel strong self-confidence often. My picture of IP C is that he is a calm person. He also 
feels a bit impulsive, like he is really living in the moment and seeks for joy. 
 
Situations of strong and weak self-confidence 
In situation with strong self-confidence IP C tells about a match where his team were playing 
against weaker opponents. IP C reflects on this with describing how he prepared to get a lot of 
chances to score. IP C repeats that the physical shape before this match was great and how 
important it is for him to feel good physically. To feel physically good IP C refers to earlier 
trainings, IP C: “I knew the physical shape was good… the week of trainings before, than I 
was in shape (strength in the voice)”. IP C also describes how the match started off very well 
for him, IP C: “… everything was according and I just waited for it to come”. In the second 
half IP C scores four times and the self-confidence of course increases. But the quote also 
reflects how the self-confidence is really high in the first half, probably because of the 
physical shape. IP C also tells about physical and mental preparation and the positive spirit in 
the team as sources to self-confidence, but does not put the same weight to this in his story as 
a whole. 
 
In the situation with weak self-confidence IP C tells about a match where he felt overall tired. 
He was training really hard this period and he felt like the physical shape was very bad, IP C: 
“The body was shattered, you could not manage, you could not do so much about it yourself”. 
The quote reflects how the self-confidence is low even before the match and that in spite of 
that the preparation were the same as in the other situation. IP C furthermore tells how he start 
off the match bad and how the opponents scored. The spirit in the team decreased and so did 
also the confidence. IP C even describes how a goal from his own team did not influenced his 
self-confidence as it used to. IP C also describes how the team had came from a season where 
they had won all their matches and how they could not cope with this new situation of 
seriously being pushed back.  
 
Lifestyle of IP C 
IP C is an athlete at a junior elite level, and his lifestyle because of this become performed 
intent. The football imprints his lifestyle in many ways and he has big ambitions of being able 
to make a professional. IP C sees the training as the big road to become a good football 
player, IP C: “(Pause) Since I am training and competing a lot, you see it is training before 
match if you say so”. To feel physically well is important for IP C and also have links to his 
mental shape, IP C: “…it is hard also to have good attitude to it when you feel like you do 
then in your body”. IP C categories his lifestyle as much ruled by training and competing and 
he sees himself as a very competitive. Moreover IP C’s lifestyle is influenced by 
impulsiveness and, as IP C says, he is an enjoyer of life, IP C: “..like to come up with things, 
could be everything from cinema and movies, go out for dinner or something like that”. IP 
C’s life also content much social relations with friends and girlfriend, etc. and he finds 
himself positive and seeks for the positive and its consequences in many situations. IP C: 
“Because I know how it is if you do a bad pass and you get huff for it, then you become 
angry… it is better to hear something positive, that is how I think”. 
 
Perceived associations between IP C’s lifestyle self-confidence 
The association between IP C’s lifestyle and self-confidence is best observed in importance of 
training and competition (see appendix 7). In the situation with good self-confidence IP C 
repeats how important it is for him to feel physically in good shape and how that influences 
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his self-confidence. IP C: “I know the shape was good, and that it could be many 
opportunities to score then”. The big importance of football, and the training as the road to 
become a professional can be observed also in IP C’s lifestyle, IP C: “…I want to be able to 
live on it, that is my dream. So that is why I train and compete a lot”. That IP C’s lifestyle is 
ruled by physical shape can also be established by following quote, IP C: “…it is hard also to 
have good attitude to it when you feel like you do then in your body”. IP C furthermore 
describes how his self-confidence is increasing because of the weaker opponents and of 
course when he scores in the match. This sources of self-confidence can be associated to IP 
C’s lifestyle of performance and competition intent. His lifestyle of being very competitive let 
him increase self-confidence when he is feeling advantage in the situation.   
 
In the situation with weak self-confidence the same sources is being reflected by IP C. He 
repeats that the physical shape was very poor because of tough training, and how that 
influences his self-confidence a lot. IP C: “…it was tough and you felt like you did not have 
much to give, kind of”. Moreover IP C describes the matter of the setbacks in the match and 
how it even was hard to increase self-confidence when his own team scored. IP C: “If you 
succeed getting a goal, then you get some energy…and so they did 2-1 and then everything 
became heavy again, kind of”. The quote reflects how the poor physical shape even creates 
weaker conditions for building self-confidence from earlier performances. The association to 
his lifestyle as ruled by training and its effect on him mentally can here be observed. IP C  
even in this situation reflects on the importance of advantage and disadvantage. The team 
were confronting a new situation in this match and IP C felt like they were not coping with it 
very well. Associations can here be found to IP C’s lifestyle of performing intent and very 
competitive as in the first situation.  
 
Reflection 
In the interview with IP C my strategy was not very successful. Again I used my technique 
with being aware, ask open and methodical questions and summarizing for getting deeper 
answers. The result of this was not very satisfying and the interview sometimes felt like a 
dialogue more than IP C telling stories from his life. IP C found it difficult to see associations 
between his lifestyle and self-confidence. He meant though that the positive spirit around the 
situation of strong self-confidence can be associated to his lifestyle of being positive. I find 
that association too simple. I mean, building self-confidence from positive spirit in the team is 
probably something everyone can recognize independent on lifestyle issues. When I told IP C 
about my analyzes he agreed very much though and made comments to my suggestions. For 
me this case was the hardest to analyze. I find the associations between IP C lifestyle and his 
self-confidence not that strong as in the rest of the cases. This is because I find the data 
collected from the interview with IP C very limited and not in the same quality as from the 
other participants.  
 
The most important and interesting results from this interview with IP C is how strongly he 
uses his physical shape to increase self-confidence. In his lifestyle the importance of physical 
shape is reflected by the importance of football and how he sees training as the big road to 
becoming a professional. The importance of physical shape in his lifestyle can also be 
observed in how it influences his mind. It is also interesting that IP C find himself very 
competitive and then talk about advantage and disadvantage in both situations. The perceived 
associations are good but as mention a little bit weaker than in the other cases.  
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Interviewperson D 
IP D is 19 years old and lives alone. He has been playing football for 12 years. Things that are 
important for IP D as a human is feeling well and satisfy his own needs. He also finds it 
important to create relations and as IP D says to have self-perception, be aware of who he is. 
IP D plays football to become a better player. It is important for him to perform and develop, 
and he means he will be able to do so by having those things that are important for him as a 
human. As a kid IP D was victimized and because football was something he was really good 
at he used football to build self-confidence in himself. IP D consider himself to feel strong 
self-confidence often. My picture of IP D is an analyzing and quite mature person. I feel like 
he knows himself very well and how that makes him comfortable in the interview situation. 
 
Situations of strong and weak self-confidence 
In situation with strong self-confidence IP D tells about a match he finds important because 
this is his third season in the club, he had just been retrain from defensive to forward position 
and he felt like he needs to perform. He describes how several, important players were away 
and it was really up to the others to show that they belonged to this level. IP D reflects how 
this situation feels comfortable for him, IP D: “ …I was very inspired because eh, it was that, 
that I was new in the club and I wanted to perform”. IP D furthermore tells how he scored 
three times and made three assists. This increased his self-confidence and he feelt more calm 
and comfortable. This also made IP D more responsible within the team, IP D: “ It is a little 
bit like stepping in to the role of being the team captain”. Moreover IP D emphasizes his 
preparations before the game. He described how he is going home to his parents, ate the right 
food and slept well. He did a true mental preparation with big focus on goal settings for the 
match. IP D also had special routines before the game.  
 
In the situation with weak self-confidence IP D tells about a match where he had struggled 
with an injury until some weeks before the match. Though he had performed well in the 
matches just before this game and his expectations therefore were high. IP D continues to tell 
about how the team did not line up with the best players. This disturbed IP D very clearly 
because he found the match very important. IP D: “…you are disturbed and it disturbs you 
mentally the whole time”. Furthermore IP D described how the preparations not were very 
good. Because of a forgotten sweater he ended up late to the common warm up and he had to 
use new shoes which were not comfortable. IP D described how all this things led to a 
negative spirit in himself with lacking of control. When the match started off IP D faced 
failure in his performance and self-confidence was decreasing even more. IP D also reflects 
on how he made others disappointed with his performance, and specially his dad. IP D: “I 
hate doing my dad disappointed, that is something I really hate, you know there is nothing I 
hate that much”.  
 
Lifestyle of IP D 
IP D is an athlete at a junior elite level, and his lifestyle because of this become performed 
intent. IP D’s lifestyle is also clearly imprinted by big needs of feeling control, structure and 
responsibility. He lives alone which he has done since he was 16 years old. He sections his 
life into football, family, friends and satisfaction of needs, and he is very well aware of how 
many percent that should be added to each of these to make him feel well.  To satisfy needs 
means that IP D is doing actions for his own well-being. IP D: “ It could be just a simple thing 
as when I live alone I go shopping food”. The quote should not only be considered as IP D is 
satisfying his physiological needs, but there is also a satisfaction in the action of shopping 
food.  IP D describes how he finds it extremely important to work for something he would 
like to have and how he should take the consequences of that. IP D: “If you want to be alert in 
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the morning you have to go to bed early, it is just about thinking”. IP D also adds how his 
lifestyle in connection with this is influenced by the goal he wants to reach. IP D: “It is like a 
school task, you do not want a MVG so you do it for VG, than you have done 100% anyway”. 
This should be considered as it is not what IP D reach that makes a success, but rather what he 
reach in perspective of his own goals. At last IP D describes he satisfy his social needs in 
school and around training and therefore never consort in weekday evenings. IP D:  “Then I 
go home and eat, and then you have your routines for the night”.  
 
Perceived associations between IP D’s lifestyle self-confidence 
The associations between IP D’s lifestyle and self-confidence are strongly based on the 
importance of control, structure and responsibility (see appendix 8). In the situation of strong 
self-confidence IP D has good physical and mental preparations and certain routines before 
the match which gives him self-confidence. The new role as forward is also increasing IP D’s 
self-confidence and he describes the good feeling of having coaches who believe in him and 
give him responsibility. IP D:” I had clear directions of; we place you as forward because we 
know you are good… and I thought,  then I will prove that”. When IP D scores in the game 
his self-confidence is increasing even more and he feels comfortable and calm. This 
associates partial with his performed intent lifestyle, but also a feeling of having control and 
grooving responsibility. IP D: “…then the second goal came and you kind of, you do not 
stand over anyone else, it is not like that. But you are precisely as you grove eh, and can see 
over everyone else. So it is hard to explain”.  
 
In the situation with weak self-confidence the strongest associations are also related to 
importance of control, structure and responsibility. Disturbed preparations and routines 
prevented IP D to create feelings of control and structure as he wanted. He also decreases self-
confidence when he feels that he is not performing to his dad. Furthermore it is interesting 
that even this match the best players are not playing, but now it influences IP D negative. This 
should be considered as in this situation changing conditions made it harder for IP D to reach 
the goals and that disturbs IP D’s structure. The goals he had staged before the match does not 
fit in with the conditions. This situation leads to disorder for IP D, that is lacking of feeling 
control. 
 
Reflection 
In the interview with IP D my strategy was very successful. IP D is very talkative and open 
with his life and the interview therefore contained very much information. He also saw good 
associations between his lifestyle and self-confidence and agreed with comments when I told 
him about associations from my perspective. We could because of this dig deeper into those 
associations. I think because of IP D’s comfort with himself and the interview, the 
information he provided was strong and fair.   
 
The most important and interesting results from this interview with IP D is the associations 
based on structure, responsibility and feeling control. By analyzing repeating and emotional 
tones together with IP D’s willingness to talk openly about himself I can tell that this was the 
core in the interview. For example he was very active and energetic when he talked about his 
grooving responsibility. 
 
Interviewperson E 
IP E is 18 years old and lives with his parents. He has been playing football for 13 years. 
Things that are important for IP E as a human are family, friends and football. IP E plays 
football because it is fun and he wants to develop as a football player. He also emphasizes the 
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importance of giving 100 percent and being concentrated in both trainings and matches. IP E 
consider himself to feel strong self-confidence often. My picture of IP E is a laidback person. 
He laughs often and seems to enjoy his life very much at the time I spoke to him.  
 
Situations of strong and weak self-confidence 
In situation with strong self-confidence IP E tells about a match where he for the first time in 
a long time get the chance from the start. Before the match IP E’s thoughts are most about that 
he have to perform, but he does not reflect over his self-confidence very much. IP E: “ It was 
just fun, you really wanted to get out there and perform”. IP E also feels support from coaches 
and teammates before the match, IP E: “ Coaches use to say that you should not have too 
much pressure on you, just go out there and play, have fun at first hand”. IP E talks a little bit 
about his preparations but without particular importance to the situation. IP E tells about how 
he does his own race on the field. This should not be consider as egoism, but rather that IP E 
need to feel control primarily about himself. Furthermore IP E is describing how he 
performed well from the very start and how he scored three times. This together with the 
positive feedback IP E means increases his self-confidence a lot. IP E also talks about the 
present of his family as a source to self-confidence in this match.    
 
In the situation with weak self-confidence IP E tells about a match where he sits on the bench 
and gets no playtime. IP E felt in this situation anger and sadness, but he was also aware of 
that it was for him just to keep training. IP E: “But that was the way it was, the way it is, you 
have to keep training”. IP E describes the communication with the coaches during this time as 
very inadequate and that effects him very much, IP E: “It feels, that is true. You really want to 
be able to talk to the coaches, they should be able to tell you what you should do and I should 
be able to talk to them. And then you could not”. IP E continues to tell how he felt like he was 
outside the team. IP E: “You feel that you are outside. You really are, because the spirit is 
mostly around those who are starters. They warm up together while we substitutes, we are 
more by ourselves, kind of. So they get, they are more in the community and hype up together 
while we are warming up there and play with the ball a little”.     
 
Lifestyle of IP E 
IP E is an athlete at a junior elite level, and because of this his lifestyle become performed 
intent. IP E’s lifestyle is also very imprinted by big social needs to family and friends. Very 
often when he talks about his lifestyle he contain the perspective of friends in his examples: 
IP E: “I have a lot of friends. A lot of us were playing football together, a lot. But some of us 
quit with football and started to drink and smoke and all that. So if I had not got the football I 
probably had been in the same situation as they are now”. IP E’s lifestyle can here be 
observed as very imprinted by football, but also he reflects the big importance of friends for 
him. Teammates also have big importance to IP E, IP E: “Sometimes you perhaps does not 
feel like training and stuff, it happens very often. But anyway you are going here and you 
meet all your friends. You laugh a little bit, you get hyped up, then you really want to train”. 
It is notable that IP E chooses the words “it happens very often”, it confirms the importance of 
friends in his life even more. That family is a big part of IP E’s life can be observed very clear 
in his answer about what is important for him as a human. IP E: “Yes, first of all it is the 
family above all, then it is friends. Those two things I see as the most important. Than it is the 
football as well…”. IP E also considered himself as positive and he ones again make parallels 
to his friends, IP E: “Yes that is also one of the reasons I have a lot of friends, because 
(laugh). Yes they seem to like me as a human because I have them. Otherwise they had not 
been friends to me and stuff”.  
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Perceived associations between IP E’s lifestyle self-confidence 
The association between IP E’s lifestyle and self-confidence are strongly based on his big 
social needs to friends and family (see appendix 9). In the situation with strong self-
confidence feedback from teammates and coaches before the match influences IP E’s self-
confidence very much, and so does also the presence of his family. It is also interesting to 
analyze the specific situation that IP E is choosing for describing strong self-confidence. In 
the situation IP E is playing from start after being benched for a time. He is now feeling that 
he is back in the “real” team community and his self-confidence therefore increases. The fact 
that IP E is performing well in the match from the very start and that he scores also increases 
his self-confidence. Associations can here be observed to his performed intent lifestyle.   
 
In the situation with weak self-confidence the associations of big social needs to friends and 
family become even more distinct. IP E is clearly being unpleasant about the communication 
with the coaches, IP E: “ No it was not so much. Not with the very me but with the team as a 
whole”. Even here IP E’s choice of match is interesting according to his lifestyle. He chooses 
a match where he does not play, but sit on the bench for the whole time. In this situation IP E 
is obviously feeling outside the team and that decreases his self-confidence very much. 
Furthermore IP E reflects how he does not reflect over the presence of his family watching the 
game. He means that that source is more aware to his self-confidence in the situation with 
strong self-confidence. At last there is also a association that IP E’s self-confidence decreases 
when not playing very much during this period, that is earlier performances, and IP E’s 
lifestyle of being perform intent.  
 
Reflection 
In the interview with IP E my strategy was quite successful. IP E was talkative but I 
sometimes needed to make him go deeper in his stories by asking full questions. My 
technique for handle this was the same with open and methodical questions and using 
summary. I felt like this technique was very useful in this interview and the information I got 
than was very good and fair. IP E was very aware of his lifestyle and he sees in some ways 
how that can influences his self-confidence. Often he sees the very basic in the association, 
like that satisfaction of social needs influences his self-confidence, but not how. When I told 
him how I understand him and presented things as I saw them he could agree very much and 
told me other stories from his life that correspond with my analyzes. Because of this we were 
able to go deeper in some associations and in that way got even stronger and more fair 
information. 
 
The most important and interesting results from the interview with IP E is the association 
based on big social needs to friends and family. IP E talked about his friends and the 
importance of friends in very many situations and perspectives, and he puts lots of emotions 
and reflections to the expressions. Because of this the analyzing of repeats and emotional 
tones etc. (“how it is told”) together with the good and open spirit in the interview I feel very 
comfortable recognizing the core in the interview.   
 
The results  from this study shows eight different sources for building self-confidence (see 
appendix 3), these are preparations, social support, earlier performances, advantage in the 
situation, coach’s leadership, physical shape, growing responsibility and external factors. 
Depending on the situation and the individual, different sources are being used and have 
different effects. By the way the participants tell their stories about self-confidence the same 
sources can lead to weak or strong self-confidence when being satisfied or not satisfied in the 
situation and/ or by the individual. For example preparations can lead to strong self-
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confidence when being performed properly but when being performed poorly the can lead to 
weak self-confidence. 
 
The participants describe their lifestyle by using altogether ten different lifestyle issues (see 
appendix 4). This issues were football, social support, school, performance intent, importance 
of feeling control, good health, being positive, being responsible, competition intent and goal 
oriented. 
 
The results when studying links between situations with strong and weak self-confidence and 
lifestyle show a strong association within the individuals, in four of five cases (see appendix 
5-9).  The associations can be seen in the lifestyle issues; social support, importance of feeling 
control, performance intent, and being responsible, and how self-confidence is increasing 
highly when this lifestyle issues are being involved into the sources for building self-
confidence.  
 

 
Discussion 

 
The objective of the study was to explore the relationship between lifestyle and self-
confidence. The research questions therefore was formulated as follow; How do adolescent 
football players perceive an association between lifestyle and self-confidence in sport? What 
sources let adolescent football players build self-confidence? and What issues characterize 
young adolescent football player’s lifestyle?  
 
Sources for building self-confidence 
As mentioned eight different sources were observed for building self-confidence in this study. 
Most of these sources can be connected to the self-confidence model (Vealey, 1986; Vealey et 
al., 1998). The source of building self-confidence by preparations reflects in this study both 
physical and mental preparations. This source is being described in this study very carefully 
by individuals that have a structured lifestyle and big needs of feeling control. Though it is 
also reflected by individuals without this lifestyle issues, then in a more relaxed and less 
important way. Mental preparations that is being used by the participants is modeling and 
imagery which both can be confirmed as sources to self-confidence by previous research 
(George, Feltz & Chase, 1992; Lirgg & Feltz, 1991; Feltz & Reissinger, 1990).  Physical and 
mental preparation is also included in the sport-confidence model (Vealey, 1986, Vealey et 
al., 1998) and furthermore confirmed as a source for building self-confidence in several 
studies (Hays et al., 2007; Wilson et al., 2004). The evidence of preparations being important 
for building self-confidence then should be considered as very strong and that is confirmed in 
this study. This study adds though, that it is certain important for individuals with structured 
lifestyle and big needs for feeling control.  
 
Overall social support from family, friends and coaches are important factors for building 
self-confidence for the participants. Feedback, support and presence by this persons let the 
participants believe more in themselves and create feelings of comfortableness. Though for 
some individuals it is more important and even determining for creating strong or weak self-
confidence. This associates well with previous research about social support and self-
confidence (Freeman & Rees, 2010). The importance of social support for the human can also 
be confirmed by the theory of psychological needs  (Ryan & Deci, 2000). The theory reflects 
how relatedness by being emotionally connected to, and interpersonally involved with others 
in warm, caring relationships is important for the individual for creating engagement and 
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well-being. The results of this study should be considered as confirming this theory and also 
adds how the relatedness can increases self-confidence. That is, feedback, support and 
presence by family, friends and coaches leads to comfortableness and believing in the self. 
Social support as a source for building self-confidence can furthermore be confirmed by being 
included in the self-confidence model (Vealey, 1986, Vealey et al., 1998). 
 
Earlier performances is a very common and strong source for building self-confidence in the 
participants. All five participants describe how their self-confidence is increasing when they 
performed well and four of five chosed matches where they scored for explaining the situation 
with strong self-confidence. Four of five also starts to tell about their situation of strong self-
confidence with describing how they scored or how they performed good performances in the 
match. Enactive mastery has also been shown to be the strongest predictor of self-confidence 
in both experimental field studies (Feltz, 1988; Gernigon & Delloye, 2003; Wise & Trunnel, 
2001) and naturalistic field studies (George, 1994; Pensgard & Duda, 2002). Furthermore 
demonstrations of ability and mastery are included in the self-confidence model as sources for 
building self-confidence (Vealey, 1986, Vealey et al.,1998). Earlier performances can because 
of this be considered as the most important source (Vealey, 2009) for building self-
confidence, and that is confirmed by this study. The fact that earlier performances are so 
important can be connected to the theory of psychological needs (Ryan & Deci, 2000) and 
specifically to a need for competence. Competence is the need to interact effectively with the 
environment. It reflects the desire to exercise one’s capacities and skills and, in doing so, to 
seek out and master optimal challenges. When this need is satisfied the theory means the 
individual is feeling engagement and well-being. In this study the satisfaction of this need also 
created self-confidence when the individual became very aware that he has the competence to 
master his challenges. 
 
Coaches leadership is also being a big source for building self-confidence for the participants. 
Four of the five adolescent football players described how their coaches acted supporting and 
gave feedback, and how that increased their self-confidence. The way the coaches influenced 
the players should be considered in two ways. First the coach creates social support by being a 
significant person for the player in life. Second the coach is a leader that stands for certain 
ideas and tactics, and when the player sympathizes with this ideas and tactics self-confidence 
increases because of believing that they can perform this ideas and tactics (Vealey, 1986; 
Vealey et al., 1998). In this study an example of how coaches leadership also can lead to 
decreases in self-confidence was observed. IP E described his situation of weak self-
confidence as influenced by the unsatisfied communication with the coach. The personal 
communication between IP E and the coach was not existed and as a result of this IP E felt 
outside the team and therefore decreased in self-confidence. In this particular situation lacking 
of social support from the coach influenced IP E the most negatively. 
 
Physical shape, advantage in the situation and the external factor of nice weather were also 
sources for building self-confidence, though in just one of the five participants, IP C. Nice 
weather as a source for building self-confidence is uncontrollable by the individual and should 
therefore not further be discussed in this paper. Advantage in the situation associates well 
with the source of situational favorableness in the sport-confidence model (Vealey, 1986; 
Vealey et al., 1998). Feeling that the breaks of the situation are in one’s favor is the common 
link. Relations can also be observed between feeling a good physical shape and physical self-
presentation, which is a source for building self-confidence in the sport-confidence model. 
Although there are differences, because in the sport-confidence  model this source refer to 
how one perceives that he or she looks to others. IP C described his great physical shape of 
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feeling physically strong and well-trained as a source itself for his strong self-confidence and 
did not reflect on how he thought others perceived him. The source of physical shape can also 
be compared to the source of mastery in the sport-confidence model, that is mastering or 
improving personal skills. The two sources are not identical though because the definition of 
physical shape does not totally fit with being a personal skill. Feeling a good physical shape 
should be considered as a true source to self-confidence consider to this study and IP C’s 
stories about how his self-confidence can be increased and decreased confirm that. The fact 
that physiological states are sources to efficacy beliefs in the self-efficacy theory (Bandura, 
1977, 1986, 1997) confirms the importance of feeling physically good for creating self-
confidence. Because of this it could be suggested that physical shape should be added or 
clarified to the sources of self-confidence in the sport-confidence model.   
   
In this study responsibility also was observed as a source in one individual (IP D) when 
building self-confidence. Parallels can be seen in the source of mastery and environmental 
comfort in the sport-confidence model (Vealey, 1986; Vealey et al., 1998). In this study IP D 
was increasing his self-confidence when receiving more responsibility and even toke upon 
more responsibility when his self-confidence increased. Associations to mastery and 
environmental comfort can be seen in how IP D’s confidence is increasing when he feels 
control and comfortable in an environment that gives him responsibility and how his self-
confidence also was increasing when he felt that he coped with the situation. This types of 
results also associates with previous research about positive relationships between perceived 
ability (Hall & Kerr, 1997) and internal locus of control and self-confidence (Fallby, 
Hassmén, Kenttä & Drand-Bush, 2006).   
 
Lifestyle 
The result from studying the participants lifestyle showed as mentioned ten different lifestyle 
issues. Six of these issues should be considered as common for all five adolescent football 
players and those are; performance intent, football, social support, school and good health. As 
these adolescent football players are playing in an elite club and on junior elite level, striving 
for reaching the A-team their lifestyle was performance intent. All the participants also 
considered themselves playing football because they wanted to develop as football players 
and ambitions to be able to make a life on the football can be seen in every individual. 
Because of the same reasons football was also a lifestyle for the participants. They are all 
practicing at least 4 times-, and play one match per week. They often planed their life around 
the football and all five participants can clearly be observed as identifying with football.  
 
To receive feedback, support and caring social interactions is an important and very aware 
issue in life for all the participants. Family and friends therefore characterize lifestyle in all 
the five boys. Family and friends were also together with sport and love shown as the most 
important values in life in a study by Josefsson (2004).  In the same study satisfaction about 
sport, good relations, motivation for sport and less tiredness were also related to positive 
feelings and well being. Because of the age and the situation in life for participants in this 
study this is nothing eccentric. Being 18-19 years old means that friends are very important. 
And because the boys are still in high school and most of them were living with their parents, 
family and friends were obvious parts of their lives. For some though family was more 
important than for others. IP A was describing how his lifestyle was influenced by his mutual 
giving to and receiving from the family. IP A means that for him it is important to give 
something back to the persons that he feels give him so much. For example this could be 
performing well when he feels that his parents really were there for him, cooking food, giving 
verbal support, watching the game, etc. He reflected about his relationship to his parents very 
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much and analyzed how he thought he got influenced by this. For other players family was a 
given part of life providing safety and comfort but it was obvious the family was not effecting 
them in the same extent as IP A. Another example was the importance of friends which can be 
observed in the case of IP E. IP E often connected his other lifestyle issues to his friends, like 
how important it was having the teammates and how his positive lifestyle gave him many 
friends, etc. IP E described himself as having a big amount of friends and explained how his 
friends often influenced him in different situations. Once again for other players friends were 
an important part of life giving happiness, social belonging, etc. but it was obvious that 
friends were not effecting them in the same extent as IP E. The importance of social 
interactions and relatedness also is confirmed by the psychological needs theory (Ryan & 
Deci, 2000). When involving this theory in to this discussion, family and friends as a part of 
the lifestyle gets a more complete explanation of importance. The theory means that 
relationships and social contexts successfully can involve and satisfy the psychological needs 
for autonomy, competence, and relatedness. Collectively, autonomy-, competence- and 
relatedness support are important aspects of the social context because they provide the means 
through which environments support people’s psychological needs. When people experience 
psychological needs satisfaction, they experience satisfaction for psychological needs 
necessary for engagement, “having a good day”, and subjective experience of vitality and 
well-being (Reeve, 2009). 
 
Even only two of the participants described school as a lifestyle issue all of the boys were still 
in school. Because of this a lot of time was spending in the school and therefore considered as 
a part of every participant’s lifestyle. Though it could be reflected in how the boys were differ 
in spending time for studying for tests, considered themselves and their lifestyle influenced by 
the school etc. For those individuals  who considered school as a lifestyle issue the 
importance of performing in school was in focus. The school was reflected as something they 
did because it is necessary to have a back up for the football and also a place to meet friends. 
Earlier studies have establish that the demand level on the sport students have increased both 
academically and in training (Eriksson, 1999). The same conclusions were confirmed by 
Wylleman and colleagues (2000). 
 
Overall, all the participants showed lifestyles that were very associated with good health, even 
though only one of the participants talked about good health as a lifestyle issue. The 
participants are very aware of having good food habits, knowing the importance of exercising 
and also the importance of having a good sleep and recovery. Furthermore, as mentioned 
social interactions are a big part of the participants life and they were very aware of the 
meaning this gave to their lives. This overall picture resuming the lifestyle of the participants 
very good. It is here relevant to refer to the theory the circle of health (Coleen, 2003). The 
theory explains how good health is created with a good balance between activity and 
recovery. In the theory social support also contribute to a healthy lifestyle by sustain 
appropriate rewarding, build social relationships and assumed desired roles such as team 
captain, team clown or warming up leader. The lifestyles of the participants were in many 
ways associated with the circle of health theory and therefore their lifestyles can be 
considered as very healthy.    Regarding these individuals being junior elite athletes, seriously 
striving for becoming professional football players this can be considered as logical. Even 
though it was remarkable how they are aware of the overall picture and how it was influenced 
by the separate parts.      
 
Three of five participants had a structured lifestyle, and two of these were considered as 
individuals with high importance of feeling control. To have a structured lifestyle in this study 
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means that the individual strive for having control over his life and tasks in life. The 
importance of feeling control enhances when the striving of having control turns into needs of 
having control. This could be about having certain plans about food, exercise, sleep or 
established times for family activities, such as dinner. In the context of football this can be 
observed as taking care of preparations and active creating of situations that are in control by 
the individual. To be structured in the lifestyle is a striving for having control but the feeling 
of not having control does not lead to a catastrophe or a totally unsatisfied feeling. 
Furthermore two of these participants had big needs of feeling control. This means the 
structure was even more prepared and the importance of feeling control was even bigger. A 
good example is IP D who splits his lifestyle into four different subcategories, such as 
football, family, friends and satisfaction of personal needs. IP D also described how many 
percent he needs to lay at the different subcategories to be satisfied in life. He continued 
talking about how his life will be influenced when this percent was being reached and if it was 
not. In this example the striving for control have been changed to big needs of feeling control, 
this because a situation of not feeling control creates an very unsatisfied feeling within IP D, a 
feeling he will not feel comfortable with and therefore will work hard to avoid. Previous 
research shows a positive relationship between internal locus of control and self-confidence 
(Fallby et al., 2006). Two of the participants are not being considered as structured in their 
lifestyle. This does not completely means they have no structure in life. Rather they are not 
aware of their structure or not structured in the same extent as these other three.  
 
There were also some lifestyle issues in this study that represented one or two  individuals. 
These were being positive (2 participants), being responsible (1), competition intent (1) and 
goal oriented (1). Being positive as a lifestyle issue should in this study be considered as 
enjoying life and be optimistic. These two persons described how positivity was a part of their 
lifestyle because they lived their life the way they wanted to, and they try to found small 
things in life that gave them joy and happiness. They also described how they tried to be 
positive in different situations and how this positivity led to positive consequences. Two 
examples for this could be, go out for dinner or cinema in the weekdays and be positive to a 
teammate that had made a bad pass so he could do it better next time. Responsibility as a 
lifestyle issue refers to IP D who lives on his own and described his lifestyle as grounded on 
consequences. He used phrases as “work for things you want” and “take consequences” a lot, 
and almost always he spooked from his own perspective. That is, even if he plays in a team, in 
a club he means he practices to be able to be better and make it further in the career. This also 
merges with his lifestyle of being goal oriented. He repeatedly spooked about his ambitions 
and goals in life and how he will be able to reach these goals by analyzing the effects of his 
actions. 
 
Competition intent refers to IP C who says that he is very competition intent in his lifestyle, 
this was because he felt he trained and competed very much. The influence of this 
competition intent on his lifestyle can also be observed when he talked about performing. To 
perform well IP C sees as successful competitions, that is, demonstrating more ability than his 
opponent and getting credit for it. It is logical to consider all of these participants as 
competition intent, but IP C was distinct in his extent and his way of comparing himself to 
others.   
 
Perceived associations between lifestyle and self-confidence 
Overall good and strong results have been observed how the lifestyle of an individual can 
influence what sources that lead to increased or decreased self-confidence in the individual. 
Associations have been considered to seven different lifestyle issues in the individuals. This 
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issues were; social support, performance intent,  importance of feeling control, football 
(training), competition intent, being responsible, and goal oriented.  
 
IP A 
In the case of IP A it was very clear how a lifestyle influenced by closeness to family and 
family support associates with how self-confidence can be increased or decreased. Social 
intercourse as a lifestyle issue can be explained by the psychological need, relatedness (Ryan 
& Deci, 2000). In this case IP A’s psychological need for relatedness was really strong and 
the family was important for him to be able to feel well and be engaged in important 
situations. IP A feels strong support and presence from his family in the situation of building 
strong self-confidence, and this even helps him when creating thinking patterns about his 
earlier performances. This analyze can be furthermore supported by the quote; IP A: 
”Anyway they are the foundation to why I really believe in what I do”. The importance of 
family is also confirmed in the situation with weak self-confidence. In this situation the same 
lifestyle issues are creating a weak self-confidence because they were not satisfied. On the 
other hand it can be questioned why IP A’s self-confidence suddenly decreased in this 
specific match. The tournament the team played had been going on for five days but it was 
first in this match IP A reflected on his self-confidence being decreased because of the 
missing support and presence by his family. Probably IP A’s feelings of togetherness with the 
team and the fact that the team had performed good until this match enabled IP A to not focus 
too much of his family. But together with setbacks in performance, which previous research 
have showed having a negative relationship to self-confidence (Vealey, 1986), and for IP A 
other important sources for decreasing self-confidence made him switching focus a little bit. 
By switching focus he became more aware of himself missing his family and that decreased 
his self-confidence a lot.   
 
In the case of IP A this study also shows how a structured lifestyle can build self-confidence 
by for instance having good structure in the preparations. The preparations gave IP A balance 
and harmony when a certain structure was being developed and by that also gave feelings of 
control. In the same way this structure was being disturbed when preparations were not being 
satisfied and feelings of control therefore were lacking with a decreased in self-confidence as 
a result.  
 
IP B 
In the case of IP B structure and needs of feeling control as lifestyle issues are reflected very 
clearly to influence how self-confidence can be increased or decreased. IP B was feeling 
strong self-confidence in the situation when he could perform all his preparations and routines 
of looking professional in the way he wanted to and with no time pressure. This let him feel 
control and structure and his balance and harmony for performing than became very good, 
which led to an increased self-confidence. This can furthermore be confirmed by earlier 
studies that found a positive relationship between self-confidence and perceived ability (Hall 
& Kerr, 1997), affective feelings about one’s physical self-presentation (Greenles et al., 2005) 
and internal locus of control (Fallby, Hassmén & Kenttä & Durand-Bush, 2006). Together 
with other sources such as earlier performances and feedback IP B could refer to the situation 
as a match with very good self-confidence. IP B’s situation with weak self-confidence 
included the same sources but this time the preparations were not being very well performed 
and his match focus was clearly disturbed. Because of the unplanned substitute IP B had not 
done his usual warm up routines and not even his mental preparations. This led to disorder for 
IP B and less feelings of control, with a decrease in self-confidence as a result. Together with 
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setbacks in his performance in the match he refered to this situation as a match of weak self-
confidence.  
 
The results from IP B should be considered as strong because the two situations are very 
consistent. It is very clear how the same lifestyle issues can influence IP B in different ways 
depending on the degree of satisfaction. This is furthermore confirmed because IP B actively 
searched for information about his role and tasks from the coach in half time. By getting this 
information IP B means his self-confidence increased. On the other hand even in these 
situations the importance of performing well in the match was clear. This supports the matter 
of earlier performances for building self-confidence.  
 
IP C 
As mentioned earlier IP C was the hardest case to analyze. His sources for increasing and 
decreasing self-confidence were very consistent with physical shape and competition intent as 
the foundation. The positive association with competitiveness and self-confidence can also be 
confirmed by previous research (Martin & Gill, 1991; Swain & Jones, 1992). Though the 
association to IP C’s lifestyle was not that clear. One explanation for this was because the 
interview did not result information in the same quality as the other interviews, and I therefore 
perceive the association weaker than in the other cases. On the other hand the same factors for 
building self-confidence were being satisfied in different ways in the different situations of 
self-confidence. That is, physical shape is repeated by IP C very much and he reflected on his 
feelings of advantage and disadvantage in the different situations very carefully. That 
provides good evidence for how important factors can influence self-confidence in different 
ways within an individual. The fact that the association to IP C’s lifestyle did not became very 
well confirmed should be considered as a failure in my acting, rather than a total missing of 
relation. 
 
IP D 
In the case of IP D big needs of feeling control, structure and responsibility are very well 
associated as lifestyle issues and important sources for self-confidence. In the situation with 
strong self-confidence IP D could perform all his preparations and routines the way he wanted 
to and with no time pressure. This let him feel structure in the way he wanted and also let him 
feel control in the way he needs to. Because of this he felt harmony and balanced to perform 
well, which led to an increased self-confidence. In the life of IP D it is important to take 
responsibility and the effect of this can also be seen as a source for building self-confidence. 
This is, when he feels the importance of him doing a good match because of missing players, 
his self-confidence increases. IP D also creates goal settings and makes plans how to reach 
them. The association of goal settings and self-confidence have also been confirmed by 
previous research, with regard to motivational constructs, self-confidence has been positively 
correlated with setting challenging goals (Lerner & Locke, 1995), importance of and thoughts 
about goals (Martin & Gill, 1995), goal commitment (Lerner & Locke, 1995) and task or 
mastery achievement goal orientations (Hall & Kerr, 1997; Vealey, 1986). Together with 
good performances as a source for building self-confidence in the match, IP D referred to this 
situation as a match with very high self-confidence. 
 
Basically the same association can be observed in the situation with weak self-confidence, but 
this time the satisfaction in the sources of creating a high self-confidence was very low. That 
is, poor preparations, routines and match conditions and that also influenced his goal settings. 
This made IP D feel very limited structure and his needs of feeling control was being clearly 
disturbed. This produced weak self-confidence in IP D which also decreased even more when 
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he reflected on his responsibility to his dad and the fact that his was performing bad in the 
match.  
 
The results should even in the case of IP D be considered as good because of the consistency 
in the both situations. It was very clear how the same lifestyle issues could influence IP D in 
different ways depending on the degree of satisfaction. The fact that I find the interview very 
successful and that it formed very deep information about IP D, both according to self-
confidence and lifestyle, confirm the results even more. 
 
IP E 
In the case of IP E social needs to friends and family were reflected very well to influence 
how self-confidence can be increased or decreased. The importance of relatedness has earlier 
been connected to the theory of psychological needs (Ryan & Deci, 2000) in this paper. The 
most important and strong evidence for this were in the situations IP E choose to describe his 
high and low self-confidence. In the match with high self-confidence IP E gets the chance 
from start for the first time for a long time. This let him feel a more true social intercourse 
with the team, which was very important for IP E also in his lifestyle, and his self-confidence 
therefore increased. The positive relationship between self-confidence and social support have 
also been observed in previous research (Freeman & Rees, 2010). Together with successful 
performances in the match and perceived support from family IP E referred to this situation as 
a match with very good self-confidence. In the opposite situation when IP E feelt weak self-
confidence he choose a match were he sat on the bench for the whole time. He described his 
dissatisfaction with the situation through poorly communication with the coach and feelings 
of being outside the team. His lifestyle of having big needs for social intercourses was here 
disturbed and that decreased his self-confidence. Together with very limited play time in the 
past matches which could be associated to his lifestyle of being performance intent, IP E 
referred to the situation as a match with weak self-confidence. 
 
The consistency in the two stories of IP E is very good, and this gives a strong association. He 
did even reflect how a lack of support from his family was hard to be aware of in the situation 
with weak self-confidence. This confirms the analysis in this case because when an important 
source for building self-confidence is excluded it is logical to consider a decreased in self-
confidence. That is, IP E lacks self-confidence because feeling outside the team and not get a 
chance to play. His second important factor for building self-confidence, family, because of 
this is not in focus for IP E and the effect of this source for building self-confidence in IP E 
therefore became low. This also confirms the very importance of friends and the social 
intercourse with friends for IP E building self-confidence. I consider the interview with IP E 
as quite successful and that it created good and deep information.  That also enabled  good 
results in a strong association between IP E’s lifestyle and self-confidence. 
 
 Common association pattern in perceived association between lifestyle and self-confidence 
The different cases in this study showed uniqueness in the relationship between lifestyle and 
self-confidence, but some of the cases also showed that common associations can be 
observed.  Social support from friends and family was one common issue in lifestyle for all 
the participants. The study showed how the lifestyle can be less or more influenced by social 
support from family and how that led to less or more importance of family when building 
self-confidence. That is, when the psychological need (Ryan & Deci, 2000) for relatedness 
and communal relationships with the family were very important and characterize the lifestyle 
as with IP A, the family also plays a very important role for building self-confidence.  
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Performance intent was also observed within all the participants. Earlier performances was 
also considered as the strongest predictor for increasing self-confidence. Though this 
association to lifestyle seem small, that is, much independent on the lifestyle earlier 
performances increases self-confidence. Though it should still be consider that if one is high 
on performance intent in his lifestyle, his self-confidence can increase high from knowing he 
performed well. In this study this can be confirmed by the importance of performing well to 
be able to build self-confidence. All of the participants started with talking about performing 
well in connection with the situation of strong self-confidence. Also all the participants started 
to talk about performing badly in the situation with weak self-confidence. This shows the high 
performance intent within every participant and that also explains why this source is very 
important. The reason why earlier performances are very important should be considered as 
information that one is able to, that he or she has done it before (Vealey, 1986). This can be 
linked to the psychological need competence (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Competence is the need to 
interact effectively with the environment. It reflects the desire to exercise one’s capacities and 
skills and, in doing so, to seek out and master optimal challenges.  
 
Social support and earlier performances as sources for building self-confidence can be 
confirmed by the sport-confidence model (Vealey, 1986; Vealey et al., 1998). The two 
common issues of performance and social support also shows the importance of balance when 
feeling good and creating strong self-confidence. The activity can be seen in performing and 
the recovery can be seen in the social support. Here it is relevant to make connections to the 
circle of health (Coleen, 2003). The theory means that optimal functioning and well-being is 
created through balance within activity and recovery. That is, this study shows performing 
and social support is common because they let the player feel balance in activity and recovery 
and that creates optimal functioning which let the player feel strong self-confidence. 
 
A common factor can also be observed in the situation of feeling weak self-confidence. All 
these situations contained some feelings of missing self-rule. For IP A it was about missing 
the family when he was playing far from home, for IP B it was about not knowing what to 
focus on, for IP C it was about his body that could not answer to his recalls, for IP D it was 
about the coach not playing with the best players and uncontrolled conditions he felt he could 
not affect, and for IP E it was about being put on the bench and not allowed to play. Links can 
here be found to the psychological need for autonomy (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Autonomy is the 
need to experience self-direction and personal endorsement in the initiation and regulation of 
one’s behavior, and it reflects the desire to have inner resources, rather than environmental 
events, determine one’s actions. In connection with these situations some of the participants 
also tried to solve the situation by using emotion-focused coping, that is, for example IP D 
could not seem to realize that the players for the match were decided.  Self- confidence has 
also been positively correlated with the use of problem-focused coping strategies and 
negatively correlated with the use of emotion-focused coping strategies for dealing with 
performance slumps (Grove & Heard, 1997). How self-confidence can be increased by 
making feelings of autonomy possible can be seen in the example with IP B. In half time he 
founds a chance to talk to the coach and make his focus more clear. By doing so his self-
confidence increased. More of the opposite feeling of autonomy can be observed in the 
situations with strong self-confidence. Though factors like coping with nervousness, pressure 
and match routines make this link weaker.  
 
To explain why an association can be observed between lifestyle  and self-confidence, self-
perception (Bem, 1967) theory brings an interesting explanation. The self-perception theory 
explain how people develop and change their attitudes based simply on self-observations of 
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their own behavior. Self-perception theory then means that one does not use cognitive 
analysis when creating behavior, but simply come to believe whatever one do and say (Reeve, 
2009). In the perspective of this study the participants lifestyle was associated with their 
sources for self-confidence because they recognize their own behavior in the sources, without 
using cognitive analysis. That is, the participants observes that their particular behaviors are 
associated with feeling confident, and they concludes that these behaviors increase their self-
confidence. For example, an individual has a very structured lifestyle. When doing 
preparations before the match very well he increases his self-confidence very much because 
he recognize his lifestyle of being structured in the very well performed preparations. 
 
Method discussion 
The decision of using narrative research was an easy choice for the author. This method fitted 
in very well because the study was aimed to explore associations between self-confidence and 
lifestyle in the meaning of an individual. Lifestyle is something that can differentiate very 
much depending on the individual. Sometimes the concept is not even being perceived in the 
same way. Also self-confidence is very individual, like how does it feel, how does it develops 
and why does it disappear etc. I felt very comfortable with searching for the truth of every 
participant and to learn about the world as they see it. 
 
But narrative research also has limits. The results do not show an obvious outcome with 
numbers that correlate and make inalienable results. And results cannot often be put into 
general constructions that are build upon previous set variables. If this study for example had 
been done with a quantitative approach a survey had been used. In this survey the researcher 
could chose what variables to measure lifestyle and what variables to measure self-
confidence. If there was a association between these two, the association had been seen based 
on these earlier chosen variables. And the strength of that association had been decided upon 
the collected information in numbers from the survey. That is, a association, if there was one, 
had shown clearly and so had the logic behind it. In the case of narrative research this is not 
possible. With this approach the truth is being observed through the researcher’s 
interpretation. The truth is in understanding the participant and understand his world by listen 
to his stories. This often leads to very different results with different variables concerning 
lifestyle issues for example, and that is dependent on the individual. In this study choice of 
quantitative approach did not felt comfortable and challenging. As mentioned earlier, the aim 
was to understand each individual, and therefore narrative research was the best. It could also 
be consider that the participant emphasize his lifestyle more healthy and more correct when 
being interviewed than he would do in a survey. In this study this risk is small because of the 
successful interviews. Another limit with using narrative research is that they are time-
consuming. The analysis of narrative research takes time, energy and patience to be done 
correctly. It is also important for the result that the analysis is not being pushed or influenced 
by stress. In this study the time limit felt pretty tough but with a good plan it was possible. 
Though it could be considered that with a longer time for this research, I could have done 
even more and deeper analyzing which could have made the results more concise.   
 
The interview guide was formed on low structure. It was created by the author and supervisor 
through several analysis and reviews. The final result felt very comfortable and satisfying.  
The idea behind the interview guide was to let the participant tell his stories and then find the 
truth through this story. I tried to make the participants feel comfortable through emphasizes 
that there are no right or wrong answers, it is just that it is their answers that are important. 
This strategy felt successful and lead to good and deep information. The interviews also felt 
very comfortable, and a good atmosphere was created which enabled trust and feelings of 
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“speaking the same language”.  Though one of the interviews did not result in the same good 
information as the others did. This was because of problems of having the participant 
speaking through an open question. This has been discussed furthermore by the author 
previously in this paper. Furthermore the interviews were taken place in the player’s home 
arena. For me this was very important and probably meant a lot for the good result. The fact 
that the coach chose five talkative players to be participants in the study can mean that they 
are being chose by their lifestyle. The fact that some of them were being switched because of 
illness the day when the dates for the interviews were scheduled and that I had an agreement 
with coach makes this risk very slim. It should also be reflected how the fact that all the 
participants were from the same club influenced the result. Because all the players probably 
are good friends and maybe even consort outside football it is logical to consider them to have 
similar lifestyles and also are influenced  by sources of self-confidence in the same way. The 
importance of social support and that they all were performing intent shows evidence for that. 
Though this lifestyle issues are quite basic and therefore cannot confirm that lifestyles are the 
same for the participants. Also the result in every individual showed more on the differences 
then on the similarity between the participants.      
 
The analysis being used in this study felt relevant. This is because they let the researcher 
focus on the objects in a good way. As mentioned, these types of analysis are very time-
consuming. Because of the time limit I always followed a plan on how to spend the time and 
how to structure the work with the analysis. This was very helpful and made it possible to 
cope with the time limit and also performing well in the analysis.  
 
Ethics 
The ethics have consistently been very important in the study. The author has been handle the 
documents very carefully to avoid identities to be exposed. Voluntary participation and rights 
to interrupt without any further explanations whenever the participants want to have always 
been important. Information to the participant was given in an intro just before the interview 
started.    
 
Implications 
The results from this study show how certain sources can be more effective for certain people 
when building self-confidence, because of the lifestyle. In this study this was observed on 
football players, with confidence in football and therefore in football situations. Though the 
results from this study should not only be relevant for football players. The results reflect how 
the lifestyle of the adolescent athletes influences what sources that are perceived as most 
confidence boosting, and that should be considered in a broader picture in sport. Because of 
this the results from this study can inform coaches and other leaders in sport about the 
importance of being aware of their players lifestyle. By being aware of the lifestyle the coach 
can predict when self-confidence is about to be low and make actions to minimize the 
decrease in the self-confidence. The coach can also actively create and make sure that good 
conditions that increase self-confidence are available for the individual. An example can be 
seen in IP A. If the coach knew IP A had a lifestyle that was much influenced  by family, he 
would have been aware and probably made up some ideas how to made him feel comfortable 
even after five days from home. Giving IP A social support by speaking and listening to him 
and letting him know that  he cared maybe could made him thinking less about his family and 
by that increased confidence more from other important sources. The discussion can further 
be problematized concerning if this is a job only for people educated in sport psychology. In 
the perspective of  importance in knowing about psychology and that certain knowledge is 
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required for make analysis about lifestyle and self-confidence this could be considered as 
logical.  
 
The results of this can be connected to the sport-confidence model. On the top of the model 
two boxes show that organizational culture and demographic and personality characteristics 
influence how sport-confidence is being built up. The results of this study bring information 
about how different sources might have different effects depending on the athlete’s lifestyle 
Therefore, lifestyle can be seen as a mediating factor (or maybe integrating) between self-
confidence and particular sources of it.  
 
Future research 
Future research should furthermore investigate the link between lifestyle and self-confidence. 
The results from this study need to be confirmed by several studies to be reliable and the 
studies also have to be done in different sports and different gender etc. It could also be an 
interesting area to investigate if there is a certain lifestyle that leads to higher self-confidence, 
for example do individuals with healthy lifestyle feel confident more often than individuals 
with not so healthy lifestyle? In this study all participants were considered as living a healthy 
lifestyle and therefore this study failed to answer this question. But that does not mean there is 
no such association. Moreover research need to be done with different research approaches to 
affirm if and how this different approaches reflect different realities about lifestyle and self-
confidence. 
 
Future research should also investigate more in young athletes lifestyle alone. How do the 
young athletes live their lives? And can a certain development in young athletes lifestyle be 
observed? The previous research about this is very limited. Still the area is very important and 
very up-to-date.  More studies about lifestyle let us know very much about the individuals 
both as humans and as athletes, and that can also be useful to other areas. For example, the 
influence of lifestyle on motivation could be an interesting area to investigate. 
 
Most of the people in and around sport seems to agree that self-confidence is one of the most 
important issues for athletes when it comes to psychological skills (Zinesser et al., 2006). But 
when we learn more how to build self-confidence in the individual we need to consider the 
source in the individual. Why do some people successfully build self-confidence from a 
specific source while some other people do not? The source of confidence is not in the 
preparation itself, but rather that the preparation leads to find the confidence inside the 
individual. We need to consider the whole human and how believing in ourselves grow from 
ourselves. 
 
Conclusion 
Conclusions from this study are being made in relations to the objectives. Strong self-
confidence was being built by adolescent football players by using at least eight sources, 
including preparations, social support, earlier performances, external factors, responsibility, 
physical shape, advantage in the situation and coach’s leadership. This sources related well to 
the sport-confidence model (Vealey, 1986; Vealey et al., 1998) but also adds external factors. 
The two most important and common sources were social support and earlier performances. 
 
The study showed young adolescent football players have lifestyles influenced by at least ten 
different issues. This issues were football, social support, school, performance intent, 
importance of feeling control, good health, being positive,  being responsible, competition 
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intent and being goal oriented. Common lifestyle issues for all the participants were football, 
social support, performance intent and good health. 
 
The study showed  three types of perceived associations between self-confidence and 
lifestyle. First of all, there is an overlap between the lifestyle issues and sources of self-
confidence, that is, some lifestyle issues are also sources of self-confidence. Second lifestyle 
issues influence the degree to which sources of self-confidence work for the participant to 
build self-confidence. That is, Family as a source for building self-confidence works 
differently for different players depending on how important family is in the player’s lifestyle 
Third lifestyle pattern provides a balance (or misbalance) which influences particular sources 
of self-confidence and in the end self-confidence itself.  
 
Associations can be clearly seen between self-confidence and importance of social support, 
feeling of control, performing well, being responsible and being goal oriented. This result 
need to be considered individually because the strong association is based in how they make 
sense to the separate individual.  
 
The study showed that building self-confidence from earlier performance and social support 
were associated with the lifestyle issues social support and performance intent for all the 
participants. That is, if you are high on social support or performance intent in your lifestyle, 
your self-confidence will increase by using social support and earlier performances as sources 
for building self-confidence. This conclusion confirms the theory of psychological needs 
(Ryan & Deci, 2000). Relatedness (social support), competence (Perform) together with 
autonomy creates according to this theory engagement and well-being, which in this case also 
add to self-confidence.  
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IP A 
19 år 
Har spelat fotboll i 15 år 
 
I: Jo, jag skriver en uppsats, pluggar idrottspsykologi. Och skriver en uppsats om sambandet 
mellan livsstil och självförtroende. Och det är det jag kommer att intervjua dig lite kring nu, 
hur du ser på det här. Det kommer ta ca 40 minuter. Det spelas in med hjälp av diktafon och 
det hela är konfidentiellt, det är ingen som kommer kunna knyta nån speciell kommentar till 
dig och ditt namn kommer inte nämnas. Så det kan du känna dig lugn med. Sen är det 
frivilligt. Känner du att du vill avbryta och inte vara med så avbryter vi det här. Är det nånting 
du undrar innan vi startar? 
IP: Nej 
I: Lite bakgrundsinformation kring dig då. Hur gammal är du? 
IP: Jag är 19 
I: Hur många år har du spelat fotboll? 
IP: Uu, jag börja med det när jag var fyra så vad blir det… 
I: 15 år 
IP: Ja 
I: Vad skulle du säga är viktigt för dig som människa? Utan att gå för djupt, utan bara känna 
på det. 
IP: Det är viktigt att ha vänner o sånna som bryr sig om en och känna att man trivs där man är

I: Nånting mer? 

, 
det tycker jag är viktigt.  

IP: Känna att man tillhör något, tillhör en grupp eller någonting, 

I: Bra. Och som fotbollsspelare, vad är viktigt för dig som fotbollsspelare? 

känna sig delaktig i 
någonting. 

IP: Det är att ha kul, det är därför man börjar med det från början ju. Så det är att ha kul och 
att eh hela tiden utvecklas. O ja jag vill ju satsa fullt ut

I: Nu skulle jag vilja att du berättade om en match där du hade bra självförtroende. 

, så det som är viktigt då är att jag hela 
tiden försöker göra mitt bästa o bara försöker så bra som möjligt när jag väl är där. 

IP: Det var en match, ja jag tror att det är väl nåt åt sen. Vi mötte Mjällby, det var min första 
match tror jag med B-laget från start då förut har jag bara hoppat in. Och jag kände, innan då 
var jag såklart lite nervös men när jag kom in i matchen och kände att det verkligen flöt på. 
Jag vet jag började matchen med några bra djupledsbollar och då ökade ju mitt 
självförtroende och då flöt det bara på. Jag kände hela tiden att jag verkligen hade kapacitet 
för, alltså för här I Halmstad då och ja då fick jag ju självförtroende och fortsatte. Och jag 
tyckte att jag gjorde en jättebra match där och jag fick även beröm från tränare 

I: Härligt. Vi stannar upp lite i den här matchen nu då. Så går vi in i den här dagen, säg 2-3 
timmar innan match, vad är det som händer där? 

och det var ju 
kul eftersom det var min första match. Och det flöt på väldigt bra där. 

IP: Eh jag, jag vet att jag mest tog det lugnt och eh jag var ju lite nervös, ja jag var lite nervös. 
För det var som sagt min första match. Och jag försökte ju bara tanka med mycket vatten och 
ville göra det så seriöst som möjligt eftersom jag själv tyckte att det var stort

I: Hur var din plan att försöka hantera den här nervositeten när den börjar krypa sig på? 

 så timmarna 
innanförsökte jag förbereda mig, äta rätt och bara ta det lugnt.  

IP: Jag vet inte, jag försökte bara tänka att jag ha ändå blivit uttagen som startspelare och jag 
har gjort inhopp innan och då är det viktigt att jag har gjort bra prestationer som har lett fram 
till att jag får vara här. Så jag försökte mest och som jag alltid försöker tänka att jag är värd att 
vara där och att jag tror på mig själv och inte nej jag möter bra motstånd, de är bättre än mig. 
Utan jag försöker hantera det genom att säga att jag är ju här jag kan spela fotboll. Jag förlorar 
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ju inget, jag har inget att förlora liksom, det är bara att gå ut och göra sitt bästa och sen, sen så 
vet man ju inte hur
I: Sen så pratar du lite om din förberedelse med mat o kost. Kan du beskriva lite mer i detalj 
hur du gjorde. 

. 

IP: Jag brukade väl som jag försöker att äta pasta o mycket grönsaker och sånt, jag äter väl 
ungefär säg 3 timmar innan match eller 2 och en halv timme innan match. Så tanka på med 
mycket mat, äter ofta ganska, alltså mer än vad jag egentligen brukar. Och det är väl för att få 
så bra som möjligt, alltså 
I: Det var det lite kring de fysiska förberedelserna, fanns det nån mental förberedelse?  

tanka kroppen o va redo. 

IP: Ja, jag brukar ofta, ha som mental träning o sånt. Brukar jag se framför mig vad jag ska 
uträtta på plan t.ex. Jag ser… alltså när jag går förbi en  spelare, sätter en bra passning och 
jag, jag brukar sitta på internet och kolla på olika klipp på fotbollsspelare jag gillar, har jag 
som mental träning. För då känner jag, då får jag in det i kroppen och känner att det här vill 
jag också göra.
I: Funkar det bra tycker du att ha det här som mental förberedelse? 

 På det sättet blir jag taggad då.  

IP: ja det tycker jag. Det har gett mig mycket och det gör det fortfarande och det gör jag innan 
varje match, försöker jag.
I: Går det att beskriva, vad som händer inne i skallen på dig när du tänker det här, känslor, 
tankar… 

  

IP: Jag… jag tänker, alltså när jag ser en bra fotbollsspelare t.ex. göra saker då får jag upp 
själv min egen känsla och så tänker jag, ja jag är också bra fotbollspelare, jag skulle kunna 
göra detta, jag vill göra detta.  Och jag får väl känsla av då att jag, då tänker jag att även om 
det är ett bra motstånd då släpper jag det, tänker bara på min egen situation och att jag 
verkligen kan bevisa det nu

I: Om vi ska se kring lagkompisar och människor som var runt i kring dig den här dagen. Hur 
tycker du att du liksom, kunde du få någon boost i självförtroende med hjälp av de här 
människorna runt i kring dig? 

. Liksom att göra en bra passning, hela tiden tänka på att liksom 
göra bra prestation. Det är det som händer när jag ser filmer o försöker likna dom spelarna 
vad dom gör.  

IP: Eh… jag vet ju att det var många som kom o kollade. Min familj tyckte det var kul och 
dom tyckte att det var förtjänt du vet och hjälpte mig på den biten och eh jag vet även att 
kompisar kom o kollade, min familj kom o kollade och det ger ju bättre självförtroende. Jag 
vet jag har några som kommer för min skull och kollar. Det ger ju också i sig att jag måste 
prestera för jag vill ju inte visa att jag inte platsar på det sättet. Men hur kompisar och det runt 
i kring då det hjälper mig genom att det är där. Och det gör ju att jag måste prestera och då får 
jag ändå in känslan att hela tiden koncentrera mig
I: Men du säger lite gran att du måste prestera, hur skulle du, skulle du kunna säga att det är 
både negativa och positiva inslag med det här som kompisar och familj som kollar på? Hur 
påvekar det ditt självförtroende liksom? 

. På det sättet hjälper ju dom mig.  

IP: Dom… det är som du sa både negativt och positivt lite. Om det kommer kompisar och 
dom vet om att jag ska spela och sånt så blir det ändå att jag blir, jag kanske blir lite nervös. 
För jag vill ju prestera, jag vill ju inte vis att jag är dålig framför dom.  Sen samtidigt får jag 
höra också i skolan alltså ja B-lags stjärnan, din första match och sånt, ska du på HBK o sånt

I: Går det att värderas alltså tvärtom att säga en situation där du inte alls har några kompisar 
som kollar på dig, ingen familj som kollar på dig och så väger du det mot att familj och 
kompisar kollar på dig. Går det att väga dom mot varandra i självförtroendeperspektiv? 

. 
Det ger mig ändå självförtroende liksom så det är ju både negativt och positivt. 

IP: Jag får bättre självförtroende nu i alla fall när jag har familj och sånt som kommer o kollar. 
Då känner jag, då känner jag som sagt att några är där för min skull och liksom då vill jag 
prestera och skulle liksom ingen jag känner inte vara på matchen då kan jag känna att liksom 
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då går jag ner mig lite i självförtroende o sånt. För jag känner att det är ingen där som är där 
för min skull o jag har inget egentligen att spela för även om jag egentligen spelar för min 
skull för att jag vill bli bättre. Men jag spelar också ju för att visa de runt i kring o sånt. Är de 
inte där då känner jag ju ändå att jag har ingen att spela för. Så det kan ju ta ner mitt 
självförtroende och prestationen lite.  
I: Din nervositet här, som många idrottare överlag ofta pratar om. Är det skönt att vara lite 
nervös för att kunna ladda på självförtroende lite eller hur, hur är dem relaterade till varandra, 
nervositet och självförtroende? 
IP: Jag tycker att eh lite nervös ska man vara tycker jag. Det känns som jag presterar bättre 
när jag är lite nervös. För då vet jag att det kommer att bli den tuff uppgift. Istället för att gå in 
med stort självförtroende och inte alls va nervös, då kanske det gör mig lite sämre. Men det 
var mest då i början jag var nervös inför matcher o sånt. Liksom nu, jag har fått upp 
självförtroendet eftersom man har fått med sig mycket. Så jag kan säga att jag är inte så 
jättenervös nu inför matcher men lite nervös tycker jag ändå att man ska vara för jag, jag vet 
inte men det känns som det hjälper en ändå

I: Ok, men om vi går tillbaks till den här matchen igen nu då. Om vi ska beskriva lite gran om 
vad som händer i matchsituationen vad som händer här och hur ditt självförtroende förändras. 
Hur utvecklar sig matchen och ditt självförtroende? 

. Det får en att koncentrera sig på just matchen 
t.ex. 

IP: Det börjar ju då som sagt att det, jag vet egentligen inte var jag har mina motståndare som 
om dom är jättebra eller om dom inte är, så jag tycker, jag laddar inför matchen. Sen när väl 
matchen började så började det med att jag får två bra, jag slår två bra djupledsbollar. Och då 
får jag höra av tränare och så du vet dom säger bra gjort och sånt. Då får jag ju självförtroende 
direkt och eftersom jag fick det från starten så har jag ju med det in i matchen och då blir jag 
ju jättetaggad och vet jag klara det, jag bara kör på. Så mitt självförtroende ökade ju eftersom 
jag gjorde det så tidigt. Så försökte jag få med det hela matchen istället för att om jag skulle 
missat två jättedåliga passningar då skulle givetvis mitt självförtroende sjunkit. Och då tror 
jag att jag inte skulle varit så bra i nästa situation och sånt. 

I:  och hur, hur om när matchen sen fortlöper hur känns det, stegras det ännu mer eller ligger 
det kvar på den nivån eller? 

Med tanke på min två bra 
prestationer så tidigt som höjde självförtroendet så kunde jag bara köra på. 

IP:  Jag tycker jag log kvar på den nivån lite. Eller jag tycker att jag började eller vi och laget, 
vi började med att sätta bra press och vi var tuffa i närkamper. Vi tog tag i matchen från 
början.  Och det tyckte jag vi gjorde genom hela matchen. Jag tycker att vi hade, att jag hade 
en hög nivå från början då och hela matchen
I Jättebra. Nu tänkte jag att vi skulle  skriva ner lite här… Källor till hur det här 
självförtroendet uppstod vid just den här matchen. 

.  

IP: Jag känner att jag själv har kommit till den här nivån p.g.a. att jag har presterat tidigare. 
Och liksom tidigare resultat. Att jag har varit bra har lett mig hit, det ger ju ändå ett 
självförtroende, att jag vet att jag ska kunna klara detta.
I: Tidigare prestationer på nåt sätt där. Och då menar du… 

  

IP: Jag menar att jag har gjort bra matcher tidigare och har sett bra ut på träningarna. 
I: Överlag på nåt sätt, det är ingen specifik situation. Det här är välförtjänat… 
IP: 
I: Bra och sen kommer vi in i matchen då och då pratar du om dom här lyckade 
djupledsbollarna. En specifik situation. 

ja, överlag med. 

IP:Mm 
I: Nånting mer… 
IP: Jag vet inte om det har med det att göra men när tränarna har sagt att dom tycker t.ex. att 
innan matchen att det har sett väldigt bra ut, goda omdömen av tränarna.  
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I: ledarens roll där var viktig. 
IP: Ja eftersom han sa att det ser bra ut, du har verkligen höjt ditt spel. Bara fortsätta som du 
gjort. Det ger ju mig också självförtroende då eftersom han gör det som tränare
I: Hur skulle du beskriva din kommunikation med tränaren om du är lite mer detaljerad? 

.  

IP: Jag träffade dom på en sådär enskilt plats, omklädningsrummet eller nåt. Så sa han att det 
var match i morgon och att det sett jättebra ut och att att jag har gjort bra resultat 

I: Nånting ytterligare? 

så jag var 
värd den där chansen och att jag egentligen inte hade nånting att förlora, det var bara gå ut och 
köra.  

IP: Inte som jag kommer på. 
I: Nu skulle jag vilja att du berättar om en match där det var i stort sett tvärtom. Alltså en 
match där du kände ganska dåligt självförtroende. 
IP: (Lång paus) Det var förra året med U-laget. Vi var på läger eller turnering i Norge och vi 
kom till åttondelsfinal där vi fick möta Rosenborg, som är ett av Nordens bästa ungdomslag. 
Och tidighare då i gruppen så hade vi slagit ut Brabrand t.ex. vi kunde ex. som också är ett 
tungt lag. Så vi kände ju ändå, alla hade självförtroende, vi trodde på att vi kunde vinna 
matchen. När vi går in då i matchen så börjar det med att dom har hårt tempo och dom trycker 
ner oss och vi försöker ju hela tiden, försöker spela och sånt. Men dom var väl ett steg bättre 
än oss. Och eh jag kommer själv ihåg att när jag fick bollen, att dom var på en direkt och eh 
man lyckades inte mycket med passningar. Egentligen lyckades, man lyckades inte med 
någonting egentligen. Och eftersom man förlorade nickdueller, eftersom jag är innemittfältare 
så är det viktigt att vinna bollar. Och jag tycker att jag förlorade nästan alla bollar faktiskt 
under hela matchen och det gjorde ju självklart att jag inte, mitt självförtroende var ju inte bra. 
Jag försökte ju hela tiden o ju ändå på mig själv men eftersom jag förlorade hela tiden så blev 
det ju att mitt självförtroende bara dök, och med laget

I: Hur försökte du hantera det här, när du märker att du förlorar fler o fler bollar, du kanske 
också märker att självförtroendet sjunker. Hur tänker du då? 

. Så det blev en match som inte var 
lyckad.  

IP: När jag förlorar bollar och så då blir jag arg. För jag vill ju verkligen vinna o då tänker jag 
att den här motspelaren som vann bollen, att han inte ska vinna någon boll mer, att jag ska 
verkligen gå på det nu och verkligen visa att jag ska vinna. Så det jag försöker är väl att hela 
tiden, alltså bli arg, för jag vill, jag ska visa liksom

I: det blev en frustration där 

. Och sen då gick det ju inte jättebra 
egentligen. Dom vann… 

IP: Ja det blev frustration, alltså jag blev förbannad på mig själv och lite på motståndaren för 
jag blir arg mot själva motståndaren t.ex. Han ska inte gå här och bara köra över mig
I: Känner du att det hjälper ditt självförtroende på nåt sätt eller hur 

. 

IP: Det är ju inte negativt i alla fall. Eftersom jag, jag blir ju taggad av det och då på nåt sätt 
tror jag ju på mig själv o det ger ju självförtroende att göra. Men sen då så faller 
självförtroendet tillbaks igen. Om jag nu förlorar nästa boll igen t.ex. Så det blir att 
självförtroendet är lågt, höjs lite, dom kör på, dom kör över en, man sjunker ner igen
I: Om vi nu ska hitta lite källor till det här då, att självförtroendet blir så lågt. Du säger man 
förlorar bollar dvs. upprepade motgångar. Vad hittar du mer för anledningar för att 
självförtroendet blir lidande i den här matchen? 

.  

IP: Jag tror också att det har lite att göra med att eh vi fick möta Rosenborg, som vi vet är ett 
av Nordens bästa lag. Det sätter, det satte ändå en liten skräck i en, man tänker att owaw dom 
är bra. Även fast man inte ens vet vilka det är och vilka dom spelar. Så det gör ju ändå att man 
inte tror på sig själv. Sen då för självförtroendet… Jag vet inte, det är väl mer att 
motståndarna överlag alltså dom, vi, hela vårt lag fungera inte alls bra o då kände man att det 
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är ju inte, liksom det fungerade inte. Man drogs ner liksom och jag, jag själv, eftersom jag inte 
lyckades då drog ju jag ner dom och eftersom dom inte lyckades drog dom ner mig.
I: det är bra, kan man kalla det lagets självförtroende? 

  

IP: Ja, lagets självförtroende. Eftersom jag tror att alla i laget, jag tror att de flesta av oss 
tänkte ju så att det var Rosenborg vi skulle möta och då, att det, att dom flesta i laget inte 
lyckades o jag tror att allas självförtroende var ju inte på topp. 

I: Om vi går tillbaka innan matchen, hur var förberedelserna om vi jämför med den andra 
matchen? 

Man vill ändå även att man 
själv ska ta tag i det så vill man ändå se att någon i laget tar tag i det och börjar gå förbi sin 
motståndare, börjar vinna bollar så han får med hela gänget och eftersom det inte blev så så… 

IP: Alltså förberedelserna var ju sämre än vad dom var, alltså när vi, vi bodde på ett 
hotellrum. Man kanske inte åt så mycket eftersom vi fick samma, vi fick samma mat  varje 
dag och eftersom denna matchen var i slutet av veckan så hade man ju tröttnat på maten. Så 
det blev ju inte riktigt den laddningen, man åt inte mycket, man laddade inte med bra mat t.ex. 
Så det gör ju, jag vet inte om det ger självförtroende men det gör ju ändå att laddningen inte är 
den bästa.
I: Bra, fler tankar inför matchen här… 

  

IP: Vi hade ju tufft, vi hade spelat många matcher innan, det gjorde ju också att man var lite 
seg i kroppen och formen var ju inte den bästa eftersom, ja så var det ju för motståndarna 
också men man ville väl nån dag liksom mer vila.  
I: rent mentalt, hur var förberedelserna inför matchen då? 
IP: Det tror jag faktiskt var bra då för även fast man kände av lite att eh att Rosenborg är ett 
bra lag så liksom hade man inte spelat matchen än så man kände att man verkligen kunde

I: Hur yttrar sig din mentala förberedelser inför den här matchen? 

, att 
man ville slå dom.  

IP: Eftersom, det var ju inte så mycket utan den mentala biten var väl att jag sa till mig själv 
att, att jag tror på mig själv t.ex. Och det var ju inte så jag, det var ju inte så att jag kollade 
filmer, ingenting eftersom vi bodde på hotellrum, jag hade inte tillgång till det. Och… sen kan 
man, den mentala biten när man väl ligger och fokuserar som man, omgivningen liksom, 
kompisar kommer in på ditt hotellrum,  ringer i telefonen du vet liksom sådär som stör den 
mentala biten. Det var ju inte den bästa laddningen med det mentala
I: Skulle du säga att det var en brist i den mentala förberedelsen eller kände du dig ändå nöjd 
med den mentala förberedelsen? 

 heller i ju för sig.  

IP: 

I: Om jag frågar dig så här: Hur ofta känner du ett gott självförtroende? Om du skulle från din 
bild beskriva. 

Jag kände mig nöjd inför matchen, det gjorde jag ändå, så att, som jag alltid brukar göra. 
Jag känner ju att man ska kunna klara, jag känner ju att jag är laddad så att… Men det kunde 
har varit bättre egentligen.  

IP: Ofta faktiskt, eh jag har ingen dåligt självförtroende faktiskt, jag tycker att jag har ett bra 
självförtroende och jag tror på mig själv. Och jag tycker ändå att jag kommit på en så hög 
nivå så att jag vet att jag kommer klara vissa situationer.

I: vad beror det på skulle du säga? 

 Så överlag har jag ett bra 
självförtroende. 

IP: Det beror på att jag har gjort bra i tidigare matcher, jag har spelat, jag vet att tränaren tror 
på en och att jag själv är duktig, alltså jag vet vad jag kan

I: Finns det nånting förutom tidigare prestationer som leder till självförtroende hos dig? 

 och det, alla dom gör ju att jag får 
ett bra självförtroende. 

IP: Det är att jag, jag spelar i en allsvensk förening, jag vet att jag har duktiga spelare runt i 
kring mig. Det gör ju att jag själv känner att jag liksom, jag trivs där jag, det är ingen dålig 
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stämning o sånt. Och det gör ju ändå att man tror på sitt lag och man tror på sina kompisar och 
då tror man ju på sig själv.
I: Bra, då går vi in på nästa område som är livsstil. Om du skulle berätta om en dag i ditt liv 
som innehåller de här begreppen du valt hur skulle det låta? 

  

IP: Eh, vaknar, jag umgås med min familj vid t.ex. frukostbordet så det är ett riktigt bra 
stämning du vet, så man kan verkligen slappna av o sånt. Sen efter så åker jag till träningen, 
tränar, där också träffar man sina lagkompisar och även kompisar utanför. Tränar och håller 
på med fotboll, det jag gillar då. Sen efter kan det var eh efter man duschar o så med sina 
kompisar sen åker vi till skolan, är där, man håller ihop. Skriver lite skolarbete, sen åker jag 
hem. Sen på kvällen kanske det är en champions leaugue-match, samlas man igen ett gäng då 
o ja kollar och bara har kul ihop.
I: Mycket familj, mycket vänner, det är väldigt viktigt för dig? 

 Det är väl så, ja så kan en dag se ut. 

IP: ja det är det,  det är ju liksom, det är ju, det och men eh idrott då det är mitt liv. Men inom 
idrotten har ju då vänner. Och min familj också idrottsintresserad

I: Har du nån mer dag du kan berätta om som symboliserar det här med vänner o familj? 

 så, det är ju liksom mitt liv, 
det är det. 

IP: Det är väl matcher, att jag får göra det jag älskar, spela fotboll och att min familj är där 
och stöttar mig. Och jag känner närvaro av  dom. Och även vänner

I: Om vi går in på tankar och känslor. Hur känns det att ha dom här människorna som du bryr 
dig om och som bryr sig om dig? 

. Det kan väl symbolisera 
då att Jag får in min familj, jag har fotbollen. 

IP: det känns ju jättebra ju

I: Mm, på vilket sätt mår du bra? 

. För jag vet ju att jag har dom som tycker om mig och som bryr sig 
om mig och då kan jag slappna av, jag kan leva på det sätt jag vill leva, när jag har dom 
runtomkring mig och… det får mig att må bra. 

IP: Jag eh, jag vet att dom finns där, jag vet att dom är där för mig t.ex. Alltså jag mår bra, jag 
verkligen njuter typ
I: Skitbra, det räcker så så länge. Nu ska vi titta på din livsstil här och försöka få ihop det med 
källorna till självförtroende i de olika situationerna.  Om du först tittar på det här och vad det 
säger dig. Hur ska vi först koppla ihop det med den här situationen av bra självförtroende? 

. Sådär så umm.  

IP: Min familj tror på mig eh, när jag berätta då att jag ska få starta o sånt så tycker dom det är 
bra och jag vet att pappa o dom säger det är bara att köra på, du har inget att förlora. Och 
liksom att det bara är fotboll, egentligen är det inte liv och död. Och dom ger ju mig trygghet 
för att dom tror på mig och att dom är där för mig och stöttar mig före matchen. Det gör ju 
självklart att jag får ett bra självförtroende. Jag blir glad liksom, 

I: Du upprepar det här med att du känner att du lyckas tidigare, du har den här bekräftelsen 
med dig oftast, hur kan vi koppla ihop det med dina nära sociala relationer med alla 
människor?  

jag vill gå ut och visa för min 
familj då att jag verkligen klara det här. Så att dom i sin tur blir glada också att jag gör ett bra 
resultat.  

IP: det är ju att eh… jag vet att dom är där för, när jag gör bra matcher att dom är där och 
stöttar mig och det är visserligen jag som spelar men det ger ju ändå mig, det har ändå lett till 
att jag har gjort så bra resultat och då när jag vet om att jag har gjort bra resultat vet jag jag 
om att min familj är där och stöttar mig och dom, och dom vet att jag, dom tror på mig dom 
har sett det. Liksom jag vet att jag har gjort bra innan då kan jag göra det nu också
I: Nu kommer en tolkning från mig här, säg till om jag har fel. Du känner och vet att du är en 
bra fotbollspelare och du har presterat bra. Och den här bekräftelsen kommer kanske många 
gånger från ditt sociala nätverk som verkligen ser till att… 

.  

IP: Mm eftersom dom hela tiden… pushar mig och ja, dom säger ju att dom ser att jag gör bra 
resultat och dom är, dom är ändå grunden till att jag verkligen tror på det jag gör.  
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I: Och att du tror på dig själv med kanske nånstans, att dom här tidigare prestationerna som är 
så starka hos dig, du vet att du är en bra fotbollsspelare… 
IP: …För att dom hela tiden hjälper mig att fortsätta tro på det
I: Du backas upp av ditt sociala nätverk med liksom. Skitbra. Nu blir det svårare, nu ska vi 
försöka sätta in det här i situationen med dåligt självförtroende. Hur kan vi sätta ihop 
livsstilen med det här källorna? 

 och  

IP: eh, eftersom detta var i Norge och det var i slutet av veckan då hade jag vart i Norge ja säg 
5 dagar. Så ja min familj är inte där eftersom det var ja. Då jag saknar dom och då vet jag ju 
dom är inte där som dom brukar va och stötta mig o sånt. Och jag får ju hemlängtan, det 
kanske sitter lite i bakhuvet att eh äh ok nu får vi åka hem, då får jag komma hem, för jag 
längtar hem liksom. Så det kan ju ändå lett till att ja mina motgångar då eftersom jag saknar 
dom som är där o stöttar mig som dom brukar och att det gått en tid då jag inte vart där t.ex. 
så att jag försöker, även om jag tycker det är helt okej att vara borta, det är ändå skönt att 
komma bort nångång så kan det ändå vara i bakhuve
I: Kanon, var det nånting du reflektera över runder Norgevistelsen också att det var… 

t att det sitter där, att man inte har… 

IP: Mm jag kände ju att jag ville ju ändå ha dom där men det är borta i Norge, långt upp i 
Norge och ja dom jobbade o sånt så kunde dom inte även fast dom ville ju vara där för mig så 
visste jag ju att dom inte kunde.

I: Gjorde du nånting, försökte du på nått sätt bygga upp den här kontakten på telefon eller 
nånting? 

 Det är klart jag började ändå få hemlängtan, jag började ändå 
sakna dom och eh  det gjorde ju att jag  inte fick den fokusering på själva just fotbollen och 
matchen.  

IP: Ja, telefon, snackade o så men det, jag kände inte det som samma sak liksom. Men visst 
jag höll ju ändå kontakt och vi pratade o jag gav resultat och så vad vi gjorde och sånt. Så på 
det sättet höll vi ändå kontakten men jag känner inte att det är samma sak ändå
I: Du saknade den här fysiska kontakten om man säger så. 

. 

IP: ja eftersom mitt liv är ändå att de alltid är med mig, jag har dom runt i kring, det var bara 
en vecka ungefär  men ändå att, det tas liksom bort från mig eftersom jag alltid är van att ha 
det. Så det blir ju  ändå lite ovant. Det gjorde det ju
I: skit bra reflektioner. Lagkompisars del och lagledares del i det  här, försökte du ge dig mer 
åt den sociala nätverket för att kompensera det nånting eller? 

. 

IP: ja eftersom jag är väldigt go vän med alla i gänget och eftersom man är med dem fem 
dagar i veckan nästan när man tränar så blir det ju ändå som en familj och när jag, visst vi 
hade ju så kul och så tillsammans och då slappnar man av då kommer man inte tänker på dom 
som brukar vara där för dig. Utan när man är med alla o har kul så slappnar man av och och 
inte tänker på det utan då är man med  då har man ändå sin familj liksom. Man vet att man har 
dom runtomkring sig som stöttar en  och vill samma, dom har samma mål. På det sättet 
hjälpte det ju mig då att jag liksom tänkte på det som vi är liksom.
I: OK, det var allt. Har du något du vill tillägga utöver det vi pratat om? 

  

IP: (Paus) Nej 
I: OK, Tack för att jag fått intervjua dig. 
IP: OK, tack själv.               
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Table 2. Sources for building self-confidence 

 

Raw data units Themes  
Well performed physical 
preparations (5) 
Well performed mental 
preparations (3) 
Positive thinking patterns 
Match routines (2) 
Look professional 

 
 
Preparations 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sources for building self-
confidence 

Positive spirit in the team (3) 
Support from the coach (2) 
Feedback from team mates 
(2) 
Feedback from coaches (2) 
Feedback from parents 
Feedback from the crowd 
Presence by family (2) 
Presence by friends 
Support from family 
Support from friends 

 
 
 
 
Social support 

Score in the match (4) 
Earlier performances (5) 
Successful performances in 
the match (3) 

 
Earlier performances 

Nice weather External factors 
New position 
Responsibility 

Responsibility 

Good physical shape Physical shape 
Advantage in the situation Advantage in the situation 
Support from the coaches (2) 
Feedback from the coaches 
(2) 

 
Coach’s leadership 
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Table 3. Lifestyle issues 

 
 
 
 

Raw data units Themes  
Football (5) 
Training 

Football  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lifestyle issues 
 
 
 
 

Very close to family (2) 
Family (2) 
Mutual giving and receiving 
to the family 
Big needs of social 
intercourse (2)  
Big needs of social 
intercourse (2)  
Friends (5) 

 
 
 
 
Social support 

School (2) School 
Performance intent (5) Performance intent 
Big needs of feeling control 
(2) 
Structured (3) 
Satisfaction of personal needs 

 
Importance of feeling control 

Good health Good health 
Positive (2) 
Enjoyer of life 

Positive 

Responsibility Responsible 
Competition intent Competition intent 
Goal oriented Goal oriented 
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Table 4. Perceived associations between IP A’s lifestyle and situation with strong self-
confidence 
 

 
 
Table 5. Perceived associations between IP A’s lifestyle and situation with weak self-
confidence 
 
Decreases self-confidence Lifestyle 
Repeated setbacks in the match – “You actually 
did not succeed with anything” 

Performance intent 

Absence of the family - ”Because I feel no one is 
there for my sake and I have nothing to play for 
even if I am actually play for my sake, because I 
want to become better”” 

Closeness to the family  

Homesickness - ”…  that eh, ok now we can go 
home, than I can come home, because I miss it, 
kind of” 

Supporting family/ Closeness to the 
family 

Poor physical and mental preparations Structured 
 

Increases self-confidence Lifestyle 
Family watching the game Closeness to the family 
Support from the family before the match – 
”Dad and the others say, it is just to go for 
it, you have nothing to lose. And it is just 
football, it is not about life and death ” 

Supporting family  

Earlier performances Performance intent 
The matter of family when using earlier 
performances as a source – “Anyway they 
are the foundation to why I really believe in 
what I do” 

 Supporting family 

Successful performances in the match - 
”Because I get that from the very start, I 
have that into the match and then I become 
very psyched up and know I can do this, I 
just go for it”   

Performance intent 

Very accurate and well performed physical 
and mental preparations – “I use internet to 
look at clips on football players I like” 

Structured 
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Table 6. Perceived associations between IP B’s lifestyle and situation with strong self-
confidence 
 
Increases  self-confidence Lifestyle 
Very accurate and well performed physical 
and mental preparations – “You think about 
what to, what you want to do with the ball” 

Structured and big needs of feeling control 

Routines before the match – ”…if I put the 
right leg guard on first I always have to redo 
it, if I find out I take it off and put the left 
one on first”  

Structured and big needs of feeling control 

Look professional – “It has to look good 
anyway, that increases the self-confidence a 
bit” 

Structured and big needs of feeling control 

Score in the match – “I had not scored during 
the season so it was a very relief to score in 
that game” 
 

Performance intent 

 
Table 7. Perceived associations between IP B’s lifestyle and situation with weak self-
confidence 
 
Decreases self-confidence Lifestyle 
Poor physical and mental preparations – 
“…than when I enter the field I have not got 
the right warm up… have not done any 
imagery and so on” 

Structured and big needs of feeling control 

Setbacks in performance in the match – I 
become nervous and stressed. I know 
everyone is looking and then you do it like 
that and then you only think, I do not want to 
be here”   

Performance intent 

Unclear match focus because of unplanned 
substitute – “…but you are not ready so 
immediately after 15 minutes”  

Structured and big needs of feeling control 
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Table 8. Perceived associations between IP C’s lifestyle and situation with strong self-
confidence 
 
Increases self-confidence Lifestyle 
Good physical shape – ”I know my shape 
was good” 

Training 

Feeling advantage in the situation – “Because 
the opponents maybe were not the 
best…could give me many opportunities to 
score”  

Performance intent / Competition intent 

Successful performances in the match – ” It 
felt good in the first half, I mean passes, 
receptions and so on” 

Performance intent 

 
Table 9. Perceived associations between IP C’s lifestyle and situation with weak self-
confidence 
 
Decreases self-confidence Lifestyle 
Physically torn  – ”You feel  already in the 
warm up that you do not have so much to 
give this time”. 

Training 

Setbacks in performance in the match – ”It 
was hard and you felt like you had not too 
much to give , kind of” 

Performance intent/ Training 

Disadvantage in the situation – ”So we were 
not used to  the situation of being the team 
that had to score, we could not cope with 
that” 

Performance intent/ Competition intent 
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Table 10. Perceived associations between IP D’s lifestyle and situation with strong self-
confidence 
 
Increases the self-confidence Lifestyle 
Good physical and mental preparations – 
“You know, run it thru your head, how, what 
you want to achieve in the match” 

Structured/ big needs of feeling control 

Match routines – ”Left leg guard first, which 
I always do, then the right leg guard 

Structured/ big needs of feeling control 

Get responsibility - ”It kind of  lays its 
foundation of that I was new in the club and 
wanted to perform. And then I had clear 
directions that we put you on forward, top 
because we know you are good… and then I 
thought I will prove it”   

Responsible/ Goal oriented 

Scores in the match - ”From the first goal the 
self-confidence was built up, it felt like 
everything was going my way that match” 

Performance intent 

 
 
Table 11. Perceived associations between IP D’s lifestyle and situation with weak self-
confidence 
 
Decreases self-confidence Lifestyle 
Disturbed routines before the match – ”We 
arrived when the others started to run 
actually, in from nowhere kind of” 

Structured/  big needs of feeling control 

Setbacks in performance in the match – ”So I 
challenged the first time and it was 
psychological advantage, the defender took 
the ball” 

Performance intent 

Reflections about disappoint others – “…I 
hate doing my dad disappointed, that is 
something I hate, there is nothing I hate that 
much” 

Responsible 

Disharmony in goal settings and conditions 
before the game – “…I do not get it why we 
should not play with ordinary team… You be 
like that then, like what a fuck”  

Goal orientated/ Structured/ big needs of 
feeling control 
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Table 12. Perceived associations between IP E’s lifestyle and situation with strong self-
confidence 
 
Increases self-confidence Lifestyle 
Support from the coach before the match - 
”The coaches use to say that you just not 
should feel too much pressure on you, just go 
out there and play, have fun at first hand”  

Big needs of social intercourse  

Feedback from coaches and team mates 
during the match – “Make comments on you 
all the time, saying well done and that you 
receive as well” 

Big needs of social intercourse 

Successful performances in the match – 
“Then I do three goals and that feels 
amazingly good” 

Performance intent 

Presence by family – “Dad is always there 
and watches,  mam watches as often as she 
can” 

Family 

 
 
Table 13. Perceived associations between IP E’s lifestyle and situation with weak self-
confidence 
 
Decreases self-confidence Lifestyle 
No communication with the coach – “It feels 
that is true, You really want to be able to talk 
to the coaches, they should be able to tell you 
what you should do and I should be able to 
talk to them. And then you could not” 

Big needs of social intercourse 

Feelings of being outside the team – “You 
feel that you are outside. You really are, 
because the spirit is mostly around those who 
are starters. They warm up together while we 
substitutes, we are more by ourselves, kind 
of. So they get, they are more in the 
community and hype up together while we 
are warming up there and play with the ball a 
little” 

Big needs of social intercourse 

Very little match time  Performance intent 
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